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We present to the public the fifth Annual published by the students of
Winthrop College.
To our classmates, who have entrusted us with tlie work of compiling The
Tatlek of 1908, we wish to say that we have tried earnestly to fulfill tiie trust,
i
fiinl hope in years to come that this volume may serve as a souvenir to recall
those pleasant memories and fond recollections of our four years together.
The Editors.
\
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XN THE history of the great world, July the seventh is a day ofmark; on that day Joan of Arc came forward as the Savior of
France, and on that day Isaac Watts and Sir Joshua Reynolds
were born. In the history of Winthrop College it is a day equally
to be connnemorated : It gave to South Carolina, in the person of the subject of
this sketch, a noble and loyal son, destined to devote his life to the mental and
moral upbuilding of those of her young women who should attend Winthrop
College.
James Pinckney Kinard was born at Kinards, in Newberry County, July
17, 186-i<. His elementary education was received at the Newberry Male
Academy. He began his college life at Newberry College, but after completing
the sophomore class, he passed to the South Carolina Military Academy, from
whence he was graduated with the degree of Bachelor of Science in 1886.
Having decided to devote his life to teaching, he taught successively
two years in the Newberry Male Academy and three years at his alma mater,
where he held the post of assistant professor of English. Resigning from the
South Carolina Mihtary Academy, he went, in 1891, to Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity, where he took courses in Enghsh, German, and history, and, in 1895,
received the degree of Ph. D.
Since leaving Johns Hopkins, he has become known as an editor and author,
having prepared for Silver, Burdett and Company, in 190^, a collection of old
English ballads; and having, in 1905, pubhshed an English Grammar for
Beginners.
As has been indicated, however, his claim on the love and gratitude of his
State rests on his labors as Professor of English at Winthrop College. To this
position he was elected in 1895, and here he has labored with growing power ever
since. His hold on the interest of his pupils was strong from the first ; his
vigorous mind and profound scholarship made certain his success as an educator
of the mental faculties. It is no less true, however, if one may trust the
unanimous voice of his pupils, past and present, that there was never a time
when his unfailing influence and sympathy were not as obvious and as potent as
his mental and scholarly gifts. He was loved and honored from the first.
[5]
The wnter, who has had the privilege of spending two years under Dr
Kinard, feels powerfully the inadequacy of words to do justice to the nobleness
gentleness and manliness of his character. Moreover, an additional restraint
checks her pen. It is one of Dr. Kinard's virtues not to think of himself even
so highly as he ought; it is her duty, therefore, in deference to his well-known
feehngs, to refrain from attempting a detailed description of a character which,
to all who know it, seems the embodiment of nobleness.
One thought brings a modicum of comfort: The fruit makes the nature of
the tree manifest
;
and Dr. Kinard's influence for moral and intellectual good can
be seen flowering so beautifully and generally in tlie womanhood of the State
that all who read these lines will be able to join heartily with me in this sentiment:
"The true knight of learning, the world holds him dear,—
Love bless him
; Joy crown him ; God speed his career."
[6]
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Septejiber 18.—Birds of a feather flock together—to Winthrop.
Septeimher 19.—Rat-traps set. - -
SEPTEi\rBEK ^1.—Y. W. C. A. reception. Stucke}' in demand.
September 23.—"I will ask all girls to attend church tomorrow, marching down in a liody,
and leaving the College at 10:30."
September 23.—Town painted green with r(fts and l^lue with skirts.
Septejlber 24.—"All having conflicts in schedules will report immediately to the office."
September 27.—Treasurer extremely jjopular.
Septejiber 29.—New hats galore.
September 30.—Last year's quinine supply exhausted. New carload arrived.
October 1.
—
Model trouble.
October 2.—Frost came, grass dying, mustache sprouting— C. E. variety.
October 4.—Privilege to Seniors, visiting during study j^eriods.
October 6'.—Ice cream, paragoric flavoring.
October 10.—First Star Course—Russia.
October 12.—Senior star-gazer.s—first no.
October 25.—"I would like to refer you to page 83 of the Catalogue, Article I: 'Pupils will
not be allowed to receive visits from young men, etc' "
October 30.—Mortar-boards arrive.
November 2.—More mustache, Coker sjjecies. Just an experiment.
November 7.—Uniform cloaks, delivered at 3 o'clock, in north Dormitory parlors.
November 1.5.—Star Course No. 2.
November 19.—"To a Waterfowl."
November 28.—Turkey and cranberry sauce.
November 29.—Headaches, bad dreams.
November 30.—Reception to delegates to Y. W. C. A. Convention.
December 2.—More mustache, T. O. genus. "Only a joke, young ladies."
December 9.—Winthrojj Society play, "Elopement of Ellen."
December 16.—Purchase of winter supplies: Cows, quinine talilets, cheese, bread, etc.
December 19.—Collars ironed, waists pressed, stockings darned.
December 20.—Suit-cases crammed. Mysterious jjarcels distributed. '
December 21.—I-eft to return no more that year.
December 22.—Winthrop deserted.
January 2.—Return, to remain till June.
January 3.—Five hundred kingdoms for a little sleep.
January' 4.—New remedy ! Quinine pills for homesickness.
January 16.—Male quartette.
January' 18.—Legislature Day. Glorious leap year!
January 19.—Tired, lonely, and hungry.
January 20.—Cramming, almost choked.
January 21.—Exams, begin.
January 24.—T. O.'s Geology hard as rock.
[15]
January 28.—End of exams., and almost of us. - . '
February 3.—C. E. reaps his mustache.
February 3.—Coker follows suit; experiment failed.
,
February 7.—T. O. does likewise. End of joke.
February 14.—Old maids' hearts flutter. Valentines received.
February 19.—Monitor's book in the office.
February 20.—Reports scattered abroad. "Cheer up, the worst is yet to come."
February 21.—They would not be comforted, because there were Ill's. Oh, Model School,
we felt thy sting!
February 3-2.—Class tree planting.
February 26.—Ross Crane.
March 5.—Jamestown weed pie, with Jerusalem oak sauce.
March 7.—Roney's Boys' Concert.
March 13.—"Ohio Valley." Oh, the woes of a lesson plan
!
March 20.—Snow.
March 22.—Recommendations wanted. T. O. dodged.
March 24.—Basketball—Specials vs. Fresh. Specials 28; Fresh. 34.
March 26.—Something new on the programme—apples for desert.
March 28.—Fresh, vs. Sophs. Fresh. 24; Sophs. 45.
March 29.—Loiter not on front campus (High School just across the way).
March 30.—Curry Society play, "Esmeralda."
April 1.—Jokes galore.
April 6.—Seniors vs. Juniors. "Haughty grads." triumphant.
April 13.—Field Day—Strange and acrobatic feats performed.
April 25.—Rush to express office for evening costumes.
April 26.—"Wonder if they're going to have boys."
April 27.—Junior reception.
May 1.—Daisy chain practice.
May 11.—Senior exams., or Tragedy of Errors, begins.
May 12.—Winthrop's Birthday.
May 16.—"Tommie" gives Seniors—trouble.
May 18.—Words inadequate to express it—Senior exams, end.
May 23.—Others plunged into distress.
-^j^Y 30.—Sighs of relief—very comprehensive terms.
May 30, p. m.—Mammas, papas, and clothes, arrive.
May 31.—Commencement begins.
'jvsE 1.—Inspection of building. Debate.
JuKB 2.—"All's well that ends well."
V-
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ESTELLE BECK, A. B.
Anderson, S. C.
"E. Beck" was Class President, '0,5, '()(), Y)7, and '08; Y. W. C. A. Delegate to Interstate
Convention, Charlotte, N. C, '0-1.; Y. W. C. A. Delegate to Asheville Conference, '05; member
of the Y. W. C. A. Cabinet, '0,5-'0(i; Delegate to Student Volunteer Convention, Nashville,
Tenn., '06; Critic of Winthrop Society, 'Oli; Class Delegate to the Hampton unveiling, Columbia,
S. C, '06; Treasurer of the Y. W. C. A., '0()-'07; President of the D. B. Johnson School
Improvement Association, '07; one of the "Fair Four," State Fair, '07; President of the
Y. W. C. A., '07-'08.
Favorite Expression: "Little Oirl."
Ambition: Primarily, to take a nap. Secondarily, to reform the Model School.
"So well to know
Her own, that what she wills to do or say
Seems wisest, virtuousest, discreetist, best."
1
n
EVELYN ALLBRIGHT, A. B.
Chester, S. C.
"Evelyn" was a member of the Curry Literary
Society; member of the Y. W. C. A., and of the
D. B. Johnson School Improvement Association.
Favorite Expression: "/ am no tired."
Ambition: To lie a good Latin teacher.
"Nothing so hard, but search will find it out."
SALLIE BLANDING ANDERSON, A. B.
SuMMERTOjr, S. C.
"Sallie B." was Qui Vive Editor of Winthrop
Society, '07; member Volley-Bali Team, '05-'06;
member of Basketball Team, '05, '06, '07 and '08;
member of the Y. W. C. A., and of the U. D. C.
Favorite Expression: "How queer."
Ambition: To lie a star-gazer.
"Happy I am, from care I am free,
Why aren't they all contented like me?"
<A.3^5ljLv_ ^. CWjI^3lXA^Vo»^
CARO AULL, L. I.
Pendletox, S. C.
"Caro" was a member of the Winthrop Literary
Society, and of the Y. W. C. A.
Favorite Expression: "Oh, gee!"
Ambition: To be "somebody's" good cook.
"Tell me not, in mournful numbers,
Life is but an empty dream."
MARGARET JEAK BAILEY, A. B.
Gheenville, S. C.
"Margaret" was a member of the Curry Lit-
erary Society; member of the Y. W. C. A., and of
the D. B. Johnson School Improvement Asso-
ciation; Art Editor, The Tatler, '08.
Favorite Expression: "Well."
Ambition: To teach mathematics at Columbia
University.
"Her wit was more than man, her innocence a
child."
MAMIE BALLENTINE, A. B.
Easley, S. C.
"Ballentine" was a member of the Winthrop
Literarj' Society; member of the Y. W. C. A.;
member of the D. B. Johnson School Improve-
ment Association, and of the Cecilia Chorus, '04
and '05.
Favorite Expression: "The mischief."
Ambition : To visit the homes of the fairies.
"Time still, as he flies, adds increase to her truth,
And gives to her mind what he stole from her
youth."
Tria^m^ QaIL^.i±u^uu
V
ESCA MEADE BANKS, A. B.
Flobexce, S. C.
"Benie" was a member of Basketball Team, '05;
Recording Secretary of Winthrop Society, '07-'08;
member of the Y. W. C. A., and the D. B. John-
son School Improvement Association.
Favorite Expression: "It nearly sJayed me."
Ambition: To teach by the latest pedagogical
methods.
"I have no skill in woman's changeful moods.
Tears without grief, and smiles without a joy."
(ALBERTA BARNETT, A. B.
Pendi.etox, S. C.
"Bert" was a meml)er of the Winthrop Literary
Society; member of the D. B. Johnson School
Improvement Association, and the Y. W. C. A.
Favorite Expression: "I'll tell you what."
Ambition: To liecome a professional teacher.
"Full of change, change, change—nothing but
change."
Ol11>^x3:XX^ CB . O^xyrvjett"
NANCY EDITH BARNETT, A. B.
Laurens, S. C.
"Nan" was Class Secretary, '05, '06, '07, '08;
member of Y. W. C. A. Caltinet, '0,5-'06, and
'07-'08; Vice-President of Y. W. C. A., '06-'07;
Delegate to Asheville Conference, '06; College
Marshal, '06-'07; Chief Marshal, '07-'08; Critic of
Curry Society, First Term, '07-'08; President of
Curry Society, Third Term, '08; one of the "Fair
Four," State Fair. '07.
Favorite Expression: "Uh huh."
Ambition: To get a place to teach school.
"I shall be named amongst the famousest
Of women, sung at solemn festivals."
vJyC
CORNELIA AYRE BARTON, A. B.
ROWESVILLE, S. C.
"Kindness" was a member of the Winthrop
Literary Society, and of the Y. W. C. A.
Favorite Expression: "7 swigyer."
Ambition : To be a professional music per-
former.
"Though gentle, yet not dull."
(^t-^-ii^^c^ ^. "''C^i^^-^d:^^^
ELLA CORNELIA BARTON, A. B.
Denjiark, S. C.
"Trixy" was a member of the Winthrop Literary
Society; member of the Y. W. C. A., and of the
D. B. Johnson School Improvement Association.
Favorite Expression: ''That's nght."
Ambition: To be great.
"If naebody care for me,
I'll care for naebody."
(qMcc ^. QcxAtc<?>a..
EDXA BEASLEY BARRE, A. B.
Laurexs, S. C.
"Edna" was Treasurer of Curry Society, '07-"08;
Critic of Curry Society, Third Term, '06"-'07
;
College ^larshal, '06-'07; member of Basketball
Team, '04-'0o ; member of the Y. M\ C. A., and
of the U. D. C.
Favorite Expression: "Wanted."
Ambition: To have my life insured.
"Seeing only what is fair.
Sipping only what is sweet."
'^ <^--N^VlJ)C^ Vj^
>\JLcl>.j^cL L<lJvV,
MILDRED BEATY, A. B.
Georc.etowx, S. C.
"!Midge" was Corresponding Secretary of Win-
throp Society, '0?-"0S; member of the Y. W. C. A.
Favorite Expression: "Do tell."
Ambition: To weigh one hundred and twenty-
five pounds.
"Wliat stars do ^pangle heaven with sucli beauty
As those two eves become that heavenlv face?"
^
EMILY SIMMS BELLINGER, A. B.
Barnwell, S. C.
"Mealie" was a memlier of the Winthrop Lit-
erary Society, and of the U. D. C.
Favorite Exi>ression: "7 am so fired."
yVmbition: To get rested.
"Is she not more than painting can express,
Or youthful poets fancj' when they love?"'
SARAH ELIZABETH BOWERS, A. B.
Newberry, S. C.
"Sadie B." was a member of the Y. W. C. A.,
and of the D. B. Johnson School Improvement
Association; elected Treasurer of Winthrop
Society, '0(j-'07.
Favorite Expression: "Mighty fine I fell you."
Ambition: To look "bigger" than I am.
"Would I were so tall to reach the pole
Or grasp the ocean with my span !"
\*^Yr\.aJ(/v O ( h -0-C-'tA..yvjAl„-—
^ oJjJL OS 0\^K/vQ_
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MARY ADAMS BRADHAM, A. B.
Manning, S. C.
"The One" was a Clerk in the Y. W. C. A.
Store, '06 and "07; Recording Secretary of Win-
tliro]) Society, '07; Treasurer of the U. D. C;
member of D. B. Johnson School Improvement
Association ; Delegate to the Y. W. C. A. Summer
Conference, at Asheville, '07.
Favorite Expression: ''Oh. p.^haw!"
Amliition: To become a journalist.
"By day the web and loom.
And homely household task shall be her doom."
SARAH ROBERTA BRADLEY, A. B.
BiSHOPVILLE, S. C.
"The Other" was a Clerk in the Y. W. C. A.
Store, '06 and '07; member of the Winthrop Lit-
erary Society; member of the Y. W. C. A.; mem-
Ijer of the D. B. Johnson School Improvement
Association, and the Shakespeare Club.
Favorite Expression: "Say if I do."
Ambition : To be an M. D.
"Thou art form'd to bless the heart of restless
OcXM..aJh- [jUrij-eJTjUQ^ Uo rtO-CxJiz^,
SUSIE MAE BURGESS, A. B.
Mayesvili,e, S. C.
"Sook" was a member of the Winthvop Literary
Society; member of the Y. W. C. A.; member of
the U. D. C, and of the Cecilia Chorus.
Favorite Expression: "Cotwider the model
school."
Ambition: To find a means of perpetuating
youth.
"I see, but can not reach, the height
That lies forever in the light."
\,
ETHEL COLEMAN, A. B.
Earle, S. C.
"Little Sis" was a member Basketball Team, '05,
'06 and '07; member Volley-Ball Team, '05; mem-
ber Baseball Team, '06; Treasurer of the U. D. C,
'05-'06; Corresponding Secretary of the U. D. C,
'06-'07; Delegate to the U. D. C. Convention,
Greenville, S. C, '06; Recording Secretary of
Wlnthrop Society, First Term, '06-'07; Correspond-
ing Secretary of Winthrop Society, Third Term,
'07-'08; College Marshal, '06-'07; member of
Terpsichorean German Club, '06, '07 and '08.
Favorite Expression: "Oh, pshaw!"
Ambition
: To get rich teaching, and to go abroad
during my vacations.
"I want a hero."
s ^-^-A^Ajt
uuLUu.,
JEANETTE CORBETT, A. B.
Mayesville, S. C.
"Netta" was a member of the Winthrop Literary
Society; member of the Y. W. C. A.; member of
the U. D. C, and of the Cecilia Chorus.
Favorite Expression: "I'm desperate."
Ambition: To find out if Mars is inhabited; and,
if so, to teach music there.
"Push on—keep moving."
ETHEL LEONE COUNTS, A. B.
ProsperitYj S. C.
"Grandma" was Secretary of the Y. W. C. A.,
06-'07; Vice-President of the Y. W. C. A., '07-'08;
Delegate to Asheville Conference, '06; Delegate
to the Y. W. C. A. Interstate Convention,
Greensboro, N. C, "06; Delegate to the Y. W.
C. A. Interstate Convention, Rock Hill, S. C, '07;
Critic of Winthrop Society; Treasurer of Win-
throp Society, '07-'08; member of the D. B.
Johnson School Improvement Association.
Favorite Expression: "Great Moses."
Ambition: To find the South Magnetic Pole.
"To be good, rather than to be conspicuous."
^iJMtj«-SL^ 6«J(_«-r^fl_X V-b-TJk-^vs-A/^i-^—,
JANIE ELIZABETH CRAIG, A. B.
Laxcaster, S. C.
"Janie" was a Delegate to the State Convention
of the Y. W. C. A., Greensboro, N. C, '07; mem-
ber of the Winthrop Literary Society, and of the
D. B. Johnson School Improvement Association.
Favorite Expression: "Oh, yes, I yot your curi-
osity up."
Ambition: To attend one facidty meeting.
"For softness she and sweet attractive grace."
BERTHA CREIGHTON, A. B.
North Augusta, S. C.
"Bertie" was a member of the Winthrop Lit-
erary Society, and of the Y. W. C. A.
Favorite Expression: "Not a snitch."
Ambition: To become a critic teacher (revenge
is sweet).
"Fain would I climb, yet fear I to fall."
^^ViJu^.
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LOUISE CROMER, A. B.
Clinton, S. C.
"Louie" was a member of the Curry Literary
Society; member of the Y. W. C. A., and of the
D. B. Johnson School Improvement Association.
Favorite Expression: "Holy Methunelah!"
Ambition: To get out of work.
"I do profess to be no less than I seem."
EMEVE CROUCH, A. B.
Charleston, S. C.
''Emeve" entered our class in '06-'07. She was
a member of the Winthrop Literary Society, and
of the Y. W. C. A.
Favorite Expression: "Pshaw!"
Ambition: To get to breakfast on time.
"All will spy in thy face
A blushing, womanly-discovering grace."
NAN MAY DACUS, A. B.
WiLLIAMSTON, S. C.
"May Day" was Critic of Curry Society, '08;
member of the Y. W. C. A.
Favorite Expression: "Oreat doodle-bugs."
Ambition: To be
"A perfect woman, nobly planned,
To warn, to comfort, and command."
"Age can not wither, nor custom stale
Her infinite variety."
ELLA OCTAVIA DANTZLER, L. L
Holly Hill, S. C.
"Ella D." was a member of the Curry Literary
Society; member of the Y. W. C. A., and the
D. B. Johnson School Improvement Association.
Favorite Expression: "Woe is me."
Ambition: To be a professional horticulturist.
"That though on pleasure she was bent.
She had a frugal mind."
U TTUxl, Oo-Cjuja.
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GERTRUDE DIBBLE, A. B.
Orangeburg, S. C.
"Tootsie" was a member of the Winthrop Lit-
erary Society; member of the Y. W. C. A.; member
of the D. B. Johnson School Improvement Asso-
ciation, and of the Cecilia Chorus, '06 and '07.
Favorite Expression: "Great day."
Ambition : To go to the moon and come back.
"Why aren't they all contented like me?"
il^^JCuuJU. %JJrL.
OLLIE LEE DOBSON, A. B.
Gaffney, S. C.
"Ollie Lou" was a member of the Curry Lit-
erary Society; member of the Y. W. C. A.;
member of the U. D. C, and of the D. B. Johnson
School Improvement Association.
Favorite Expression: "Let me tell yon."
Ambition: To go to the four corners of the
earth."
"Oh ! bless'd with temper whose unclouded ray
Can make tomorrow cheerful as today."
^Sl^xo,- Isuo'^^^Sw.—
ELIZABETH GODFREY EVANS, A. B.
Cheraw, S. C.
"Bess" was Qui Vive Editor of Winthrop Societj%
Third Term, '05; Manager of Class Basketball
Team, '04 and '05; elected Athletic Editor The
Tatler, '08; President of the Winthrop Literary
Society, Second Term, '08; member of the Y.
W. C. A.
Favorite Expression: "My goodness."
Ambition : To have my own way.
"Noble by birth, yet nobler by great deeds."
^iU^oiUill. 'H^o<kW^ 'w-<,uwo.
BESSE LYNN FARIS, A. B.
Fort Mill. S. C.
"Besse" was a member of the Curry Literary
Society; member of the Y. W. C. A., and of the
D. B. Johnson School Improvement Association.
Favorite Expression: "Laugh it of."
Ambition: To rival the greatest educator in
"teaching the young idea to shoot."
"Thy pathway is among the stars."
(uM^te. (/lt^-vo^^ jUruU/^^Ooxyi.
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SARA VILLEPIQUE FURMAN, A. B.
Clemson College, S. C.
"Sara" was Winthrop Society Marshal, '05;
Exchange Editor The Journal, '06-07; Editor-in-
Chief The Journal, '07-'08; Class Delegate to the
Hampton unveiling, Columbia, S. C, '06; First
Vice-President of the College Press Association
of South Carolina, '06-'07; member of Execu-
tive Committee of the College Press Association,
'07-'08; Delegate to Annual Conventions of the
College Press Association, '07 and '08; Delegate
to y\nnual Convention of the U. D. C, '07; elected
Art Editor The Tatleh, '08; Class Lawyer;
elected President of Winthrop Society, Third
Term, '08; member of the Terpsichorean German
Club, and of the D. B. Johnson School Improve-
ment Association.
Favorite Expression: "How perfectly gorgeous.''
Ambition: None whatever.
"She with all the charm of woman,
She with all the breadth of man."
FLORENCE ELIZABETH GETTYS, A. B.
Lesslie, S. C.
"Bessie" was a member of the Currj^ Literary
Society; member of the Y. W. C. A., and of the
D. B. Johnson School Improvement Association.
Favorite Expression: "I don't know."
Ambition: To learn the Eleventh Commandment.
"Her heart, be sure, is not of ice."
\ UJL/^L/Q>^JL^
MARY E. GAILLARD, A. B.
Sumter, S. C.
"Miss G." was Reporter of Winthrop Society,
'07; Marshal of Winthrop Society; member of
Basketl)all Team, '05, '06, '07 and '08; Correspond-
ing Secretary of the U. D. C, '07-'08.
Favorite Expression: "You old goose."
Ambition: To get a "sheepsliin" from Winthrop
Normal and Industrial College.
"Laugh and grow fat."
SADIE GOGGANS, A. B.
Newberry, S. C.
"Scroggans" was Historian of the Winthrop
Literary Society, Third Term, '06; member of
Winthrop Society Executive Committee, First
Term, '07; Vice-President of Winthrop Society,
Third Term, '08; Class Editor of The Tatler, '07;
elected Editor-in-Chief The Tatler, '08; President
of the LT. D. C, '07-'08.
Favorite Expression: "/ don't give a care."
Ambition: To make other people see themselves
as I see them.
"For what I will, I will, and there an end."
Oc^-cLi.«_ V^c-Ci.^uCA''v-».^^
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ISOLINE WYCHE, A. B.
Prosperity, S. C.
"I. Wyche' was Reporter of Winthrop Society,
'0(3-'07; Corresponding Secretary of Winthrop
Society, '07-'08.
Favorite Exj^ression: "Gimme some of dat what
you're eal'tng."
Ambition: To be a famous physician.
"She is pretty to walk with,
And witty to talk with.
And pleasant, too, to think on."
ADELAIDE HARPER, A. B.
KlXGSTREE, S. C.
"Little Harper" was Marshal of Curry Society;
Corresponding Secretary of Curry Society, First
Term, '07-'08; member of the Y. W. C. A.
Favorite Expression: "Is that so?"
Ambition: To become head of pedagogics at
Columbia University.
"Her pretty feet
Like snails did creep
A little out, and then
As if they played at bo-peep
Did soon draw in agen."
^^-AxljsjLooudUJ V\ QjrOpJLKj
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- FLORIDE HARPER, A. B.
KlXGSTHEE, S. C.
"Flossie" was a member of the Curry Literary
Society, and of the Y. W. C. A.
Favorite Expression: ''Oh, hush."
Ambition: To be "A woman perfected."
"My life is like a stroll upon the beach."
7/^H4^ /l^t/i^fu^i^
E. LOUISE HARPER, A. B.
KiNGSTBEE, S. C.
"Liza" was a member of the Curry Literary
Society, and of the Y. W. C. A.
Favorite Expression: "Sure erumyh."
Ambition: To be "the very pink of perfection."
"I pray thee cease thy counsel
Which falls into mine ears as profitless
As water in a sieve."
d/y ^CL^L'4n..£yt^
SUSIE W. HENDERSON, A. B.
"Susie" was Warden of Winthrop Society, '04;
Winthrop Society Delegate to the Hampton
unveiling, Columbia, S. C, '07; President of
Winthrop Society, First Term, '07; member of
Cecilia Chorus; Vice-President of the U. D. C,
'08; College Marshal, '06, '07, '08; Chief Marshal,
'07; Delegate to the Student Volunteer Conven-
tion, Nashville, Tenn., '06; Class President, '05
and '06; member of the D. B. Johnson School
Improvement Association.
Favorite Expression: "Isn't it perfectly awful!"
Ambition: To walk with my head at the proper
angle.
"Man delights not me."
Va5. \^ayvN-.(3jlA./^i.;^~Y^
MINNIE HEWITT, A. B.
Mahion, S. C.
"Minervy" was College Marshal, '07; Captain
Class Basketball Team, '05, '06, '07 and '08;
Second Vice-President of the U. D. C; Recording
Secretary of Curry Society; member of Executive
Committee of Curry Society, '07; President of
Curry Society, First Term, '07; Literary Editor
The Tatler, '08; member of the Y. W. C. A.
Favorite Expression: "The mischief."
Ambition: To obtain a Ph. D. degree.
"Stately and tall she moves in the hall.
The chief of a thousand for grace."
YVo.A*.A)uJL-. H*-^^»^vJtfcr
MARY EVA HITE, A. B.
Batesburg, S. C.
"Weebie" was a member Class Yolley-Ball
Team, '05; Delegate to the School Improvement
Convention, in Columbia, '07; member of the Y. W.
C. A.; member of the Curry Literary Society;
member of the U. D. C.
Favorite Expression: "/ don't give a johnny-
yo-round."
Ambition: To write a perfect lesson plan.
"Laugh, and the world laughs with you."
CAROLINE KILGORE, A. B.
Newberry, S. C.
"Calline" was Class Treasurer, '05, '06, '07, '08;
Y. W. C. A. Delegate to Charleston Conference,
'06; Recording Secretary of Curry Society, Second
Term, '06-'07; member of D. B. Johnson School
Improvement Association.
Favorite Expression: "I'll be ji(/(/ered."
Ambition: To be "Fair, fat and forty."
"Defer not till tomorrow to be wise;
Tomorrow's sun to thee may never rise."
/fU/u.i Q-rU/ (PfyUl^
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HALLIE H. KIRVEN, A. B.
DOVESVILLE, S. C.
"Hal" was Winthrop Society Commencement
Marshal, '08; Critic of Winthrop Society, Second
Term, '08; Delegate to Asheville Conference, '06.
Favorite Expression: "0/i, the dickens!"
Ambition: To be class bride, with an adequate
grace and deepest sympathy for eighty-seven poor
old schoolmarms who are not so fortunate.
"On one she has smiled, and he is blest."
^^i££u^ if-
BESSIE LANE, A. B.
Dillon, S. C.
"B. Lane" was a member Basketball Team, '05,
'06, 'OT and '08; Vice-President of Class, '0,5, '06,
'07 and '08; Critic of Curry Society, Second Term,
'05-'06; Vice-President of Curry Society, First
Term, "Oy-'OS; Local Editor of College Journal,
'0T-'08.
Favorite Expression: "Well, that is the limit."
Ambition: To get a Ph. D. from Harvard; an
M. A. from Yale; a B. L. from Princeton; a
teacher's degree from Columbia LTniversity; a
D. D. from Oxford; an LL. D. from Cambridge;
a degree from the New England Conservatory of
Music, and later from Leipsic—in fact, to know
it all. Then, to settle down as a minister's wife
in a country pastorate and preside over the mission
classes.
"A F.ierry heart maketh a glad countenance."
-t
BERTHA ETTA LAKEY, A. B.
Cheraw, S. C.
"Snooks" was a member of the Winthrop Lit-
erary Society; member of the D. B. Johnson School
Improvement Association; member of the Y. W.
C. A., and of the Cecilia Chorus.
Favorite Expression: "Great gee!"
Ambition: To prove that Mars is inhabited.
"Gentle of speech, beneficent of mind."
^^^^^ cUZ.^U^.^1^
OPHELIA LANGSTON, A. B.
Laxgley, S. C.
"Baby" was Delegate to the Y. W. C. A. Con-
vention, Rock Hill, S. C, '07; member of the Curry
Literary Society, and of the D. B. Johnson School
Improvement Association.
Favorite Expression: ''Oh, oh!"
Ambition: To weigh one hundred pounds.
"Love, sweetness, goodness in her person shined."
W p KiJU.a_ cLou^^cA&^
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MARGARET LAWRENCE, A. B.
Darlington, S. C.
"Margaret" was Y. W. C. A. Annual Editor, 'OT;
Class Poet; Winner of President's Medal, '07;
Qui Vive Editor of Winthrop Society, '05-'06;
College Marshal, '06-'07.
Favorite Expression: "How lovely."
Ambition: To look pretty.
"Vain as the leaf upon the stream."
ARRABELLA MANER LAWTON, A. B.
Garnett, S. C.
"Judge Lawton" was a member of the Winthrop
Literary Society; member of the Y. W. C. A., and
the D. B. Johnson School Improvement Asso-
ciation.
Favorite Expression: Ah! Well, I vow."
Ambition: To be a member of council.
"She thinks too little and talks too much."
oLaaaJU \^ oLOouo-CltrvNw-
MARY ALICE LEMMON, A. B.
Lynchburg, S. C.
"Duck" was a member of the Y. W. C. A.
Cabinet, '06-'07 and '07-'08; Delegate to State
Convention of Y. W. C. A., Charleston, S. C, '06;
Delegate to Asheville Conference, '07; member
of the Winthrop Literary Society, and of D. B.
Johnson School Improvement Association.
Favorite Expression: "Cheer up, the worst is yet
to come."
Ambition: To be Mrs. Drake.
"To chase the clouds of life's temptuous hours.
To strew its short but weary way with flow'rs.
And pour celestial balsam on the heart."
MATTIE LESSLIE, A. B.
Lesslie, S. C.
"Liza" was a member of the Curry Literary
Society, and of the Y. W. C. A.
Favorite Expression: "Why?"
Ambition : To get all my questions answered.
"For nothing lov'lier can be found
In woman, than to study household good."
Is^ Iw (X>xJl1a_0^ cUi_<JL!UU
SARAH MARTHA LESLEY, A. B.
Lexixgton, S. C.
"Pattie" was a Delegate to the Y. W. C. A.
Convention, Greensboro, N. C. '07; Y. W. C. A.
Secretary, '07-'08; Literary Editor The Journal,
'07-'08; Corresponding Secretary of Curry Society,
Third Term, '08; President of the D. B. Johnson
School Improvement Association, '08; member of
Executive Committee of Curry Society, '07;
elected Literary Editor The Tatler, '08.
Favorite Expression: ''That's all riyht."
Ambition : To succeed Miss Alice Edwards Jones.
"Her fairest virtues fly from public sight.
Shun too strong a light."
MAMIE IRENE LUPO, A. B. .
MONTICELLO, S. C.
"Mamie" was a member of the Winthrop Lit-
erary Society, and of the D. B. Johnson School
Improvement Association; Delegate to the Y. W.
C. A. Convention, Rock Hill, S. C, '07.
Favorite Expression: "Goodness me."
Ambition : To make a double in the Model School.
"She was a soft landscape of mild earth.
Where all was calm and quiet."
KATE BARNETTE MANHEIM, A. B.
Mahiox, S. C.
"Katibus" was a member of the Curry Literary
Society; member of the Y. W. C. A., and the D. B.
Johnson School Imjirovement Association.
Favorite Expression: "/'// be johniiy-jiimp-up."
Ambition: To become a critic teacher at Win-
throp College, and afterwards to get married.
"I could lie down like a tired child,
And weep away the life of care
Which I have borne, and yet must bear."
/vaIIJjj7lamAun^i^
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PAULINE MERKHARDT, A. B.
Charleston, S. C.
"Pauline" entered our class in 'O6-'07. She was
a member of the Winthrop Literary Society, and
of the Y. W. C. A.
Favorite Expression: "Oh, mercy."
Ambition: To teach gymnastics.
"Kindness has resistless charms."
LxAJuJuu^ra VrwAcWiJx^
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ELMA MERRITTE, A. B.
RocH Hill, S. C.
"Elma" was a member of the Curry Literary
Society; member of the Y. W. C. A., and of the
D. B. Johnson School Improvement Association.
Favorite Expression: "Don't you know."
Ambition: To grow little.
"I laugh, for hope hath happy place with me;
If my bark sinks, 'tis to another sea."
MARIE MOORE, A. B.
YORKVILLE, S. C.
"Mitter Moore" was Captain of Class Volley-
Ball Team, '05; member of Baseball Team, '07-'08;
Registrar of the U. D. C, '07-'08; Vice-President
of Winthrop Society, Second Term, '07-'08; Presi-
dent of Terpsichorean German Club, '07-'08;
Athletic Editor The Tatler, '08.
Favorite Expression: "7 hate that."
Ambition : To get a "sheepskin" from Winthrop.
''A soul unsatisfied with all it has done, and an
unextinguished desire of doing more."
"\^^,
MARTHA NEAL, A. B.
Atlanta, Ga.
"Sweet" was a member of Basketball Team, '05
and '06; Business Manager The Tatler, '08; mem-
ber of the Curry Literary Society, and of the
y. w. c. A.
Favorite Expression: "Oo ask 'Tomm'te.'
"
Ambition: To see my hopes realized.
"I heard her complain:
You have wak'd me too soon, I must slumber
again."
V
LOUISE OAKES, A. B.
Darlingtox, S. C.
"Ouisa" was College Marshal, '06-'07; member
of the Curry Literary Society and of the Y. W.
C. A.
Favorite Expression: "Oh, shucks."
Ambition: To be proficient in music.
"In each cheek appears a pretty dimple."
iiKSglf^
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EDITH OLIVER, A. B.
BuEXA Vista, Ga.
"Edith" was Qui Vice Editor of Winthrop
Society, '04-"05; elected Historian of Winthrop
Society, Second Term, '07-'08; member of Execu-
tive Committee of Winthrop Society, Second
Term, '07-'08; Literary Editor The Journal, '07-'08.
Favorite Expression: "I'll be johnny-jump-up."
Ambition: To be tall.
"Accuse not Nature: she hath done her part;
Do thou but thine."
SELMA B. PARRISH, A. B.
Camdex, S. C.
"Josephine, the Teddy B'ar," was Marshal of
Winthrop Society, '05; member of Executive Com-
mittee of WMnthrop Society, '06; Reporter of
Winthrop Society, '08; member of Terpsichorean
German Club, '07-'O8; member of Basketball
Team, '05, '06, '07 and '08; member of the Y. W.
C. A.; elected Art Editor The Tatler, '08.
Favorite Expression: "Pretty keen."
Ambition : To be a concert pianist.
"She touched her harp and nations heard en-
tranced."
«
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EDITH LANDER PARROTT, A. B.
Hartsville, S. C.
"Polly" was a member of College Glee Club,
'Oe-'OT and '0T-'08; member of the Winthrop Lit-
erary Society; member of the Y. W. C. A., and
of the D. B. Johnson School Imjarovernent Asso-
ciation.
Favorite Expression: "I'll be jumped icp."
Ambition : To teach music.
"Whate'er she did was done with so much ease,
To her alone 'twas natural to please."
(b-dJ'^^^r^ Yoj\j\jcyXX>.
MARY CORDELIA PEARSON, A. B.
Woodruff, S. C.
"Judy" was a member of the Winthrop Literary
Society, and of the Y. W. C. A..
Favorite Expression: "GeewhiUlcans!"
Ambition: To turn the potter's wheel and grind
out "living" things.
"She smiles, and smiles, anu will not sigh."
m-n e. y.
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EDITH PORCHER, A. B.
Mt. Pleasaxt, S. C.
"Edith" was a member of the Winthrop Literary
Society.
Favorite Expression: "After mi/ ship comes in."
Ambition : To get my diploma.
"When I am not walking, I am reading."
U2,cliMvJ,^n(JuJt^
JESSIE LEITXER PORTER, A. B.
Laxcaster, S. C.
"Jess" was a memlier of the Curry Literary
Society, and the Y. W. C. A.; Art Editor The
Tati-er, '08.
Favorite Expression: ''Bi/ hunkijory."
Ambition : To he slim and interesting.
"Oh, that this too, too solid flesh would melt,
Thaw and resolve itself into dew!"
VMARY LAWRENCE REYNOLDS, A. B.
Columbia, S. C.
"Mary" was Marshal of Curry Society, '05;
member of Executive Committee of Curry
Society, '06; Commencement Debater, '07; Presi-
dent of Curry Society, Second Term, '07-'08;
elected Class Poet; Literary Editor The Journal,
'06-'07; Exchange Editor The Journal, '07-'08;
Delegate to South Carolina College Press Asso-
ciation, Clemson College, '07; elected Literary
Editor The Tatler, '08; Recording Secretary of
the U. D. C, '07-'08; U. D. C. Delegate to the
Hampton unveiling, Columbia, S. C, '06; member
of Terpsichorean German Club, '07-'08; member
of Basketball Team, '07 and '08; Joint Celebration
Marshal Curry Society, '07; member of Y. W. C. A.
Favorite Expression: "Ain't she cute."
Ambition: To be coy.
"As a wit, if not first, in the very first line."
LYNNE RILEY, A. B.
Bamberg, S. C.
"Lynn" was a member of Basketball team,
'04-'05; Warden of Winthrop Society, Third
Term, '07-'08; member of Thalia German Club;
Manager of Basketball Team, '07-'08; member of
Cecilia Chorus; member of the Y. W. C. A., and
of the U. D. C.
Favorite Expression: "What's uj) now?"
Ambition : To become a teacher of gymnastics.
"What care I when I can lie and rest.
Kill time, and take life at its very best?"
r^ES^r^^
AXXA WYLIE RODDEY, A. B.
RODDEY, S. C.
"Annie Roddey" was a member of the Curry
Literary Society, and of the Y. W. C. A.
Favorite Expression: "Excuse me."
Ambition: To talk less and think more.
"
'Tis better to have loved and lost
Than never to have loved at all."
XAXXIE HEXRIETTA ROGERS, A. B.
Bexnettsville. S. C.
"Xan" was a member of the Y. W. C. A. Cab-
inet, "OO-'OT ; Delegate to State Convention of the
Y. W. C. A., Greensboro, X. C, '06; Treasurer of
the Y. W. C. A., "OT-'OS; Delegate to Asheville Con-
ference, "OT; U. D. C. Editor The Tatler, "08;
Treasurer of the D. B. Johnson School Improve-
ment Association, "07-'08; Recording Secretary of
the Winthrop Literary Society. Third Term, "OS.
Favorite Expression: "Oh. t/ou know:''
Ambition: To remember a millionth part of all
Fm told.
"X'ot learned at court nor versed in wit,
But loved by those who knew her best."
]
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ELISE C. RUDD, A. B.
Saluda, S. C.
"Oriole" was a member of the Winthrop Literary
Society; member of the Y. W. C. A., and of the
D. B. Johnson School Improvement Association.
Favorite Expression: ''By the hand of fate."
Ambition: To succeed Miss Macfeat.
"For I am nothing, if not critical."
JUSTINE SANDERS, A. B.
Orangeburg, S. C.
"Justina" was a member of the Winthrop Lit-
erary Society; member of the Y. W. C. A.; mem-
ber of the U. D. C, and of the Cecilia Chorus.
Favorite Expression: "'Sense me."
Ambition: To instruct the young.
"Hope elevates, and joy
Brightens her crest."
N^V.A-.yj-HA.'V'V^iU/ C_AJX3^ 3 (
ICALLIE SOWELL, A. B.
Lancaster, S. C.
"Jack" was Editor-in-Chief of The Tatler, '08;
Delegate to the Asheville Conference, '07; member
of U. D. C; member of the Curry Literary
Society, and the D. B. Johnson School Improve-
ment Association.
Favorite Expression: "Cuss the luck."
Ambition: To always have enough to eat, drink
and wear.
"Be to her virtues very kind,
Be to her faults a little blind."
VoOUUjl- ^ &-V.OJLJUL. .
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ARABELLA CAMILLA STUCKEY, A. B.
SUMTEB, S. C.
"Stuck" was a member of the Y. W. C. A.
Cabinet, '07-'08; Delegate to the State Convention
of the Y. W. C. A., Greensboro, N. C, '07; Dele-
gate to Asheville Conference, '07; College Marshal,
'06-'07; President of Winthrop Society, Third
Term, '08.
Favorite Expression: "Oh, shtih!"
Ambition : To be a "queen."
"Grace in all her steps, in every gesture dignity."
SADIE TISDALE, A. B.
Manxing, S. C.
"Sidney" was a member of the Winthrop Lit-
erary Society, and of the Y. W. C. A.
Favorite Expression: "I'll tri/."
Ambition: To be an efficient school teacher.
'Whatever fortune, good or bad, betide,
No time shall find me wanting to my truth."
J^^OtX^AJL JyUUpicUtll
VIRGINIA B. TRUESDALE, A. B.
Kershaw, S. C.
"Ginger" was Historian of the Winthrop Lit-
erary Society, Second Term, '07; Y. W. C. A.
Editor of The Journal, '07-'08; Literary Editor
The Tatleh, '08; Delegate to the State Convention
of the Y. W. C. A., Greens))oro, N. C, '06".
Favorite Expression: "Don't mention it."
Aml)ition: To have an ambition.
"True as the dial to tlie sun
Although it be not shined upon."
^^...uc^^J,^^^^^^itx-yoy ^ 'AyC^Ll^(PiQ-MjLy.
LOUVAIN VAUGHAN, A. B.
Fair Forest, S. C.
"Lovie" was a member of the Winthrop Literary-
Society; member of the Y. W. C. A., and of the
D. B. Johnson School Improvement Association.
Favorite Expression: "You are such a goaf."
Ambition : To be a model Kindergarten teacher.
"I am resolved to grow fat and look young till
forty."
ANNIE ZELENE VISANSKA, A. B.
Georgetown, S. C.
"Annie Vis." was Class Prophet, '08; Critic of
Curry Society, '07; member of Executive Com-
mittee of Curry Society, Third Term, '08.
Favorite Expression: ''Great guns."
Ambition : To never hear of math, and science.
"As frank as rain on cherrj' blossoms."
< I
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MAZIE EGAN WAKEFIELD, A. B.
Antbeville, S. C.
"Mazie" was Critic of Curry Society, Third
Term, '05-'06; member of Executive Committee of
Curry Society, First Term, '06-'07; College Mar-
shal, '06-'07; elected Assistant Business Manager
The Tatler, '08; Business Manager of W'mthrop
College Journal, '07-'08; Secretary of the D. B.
Johnson School Improvement Association, '07-'08;
Vice-President of Curry Society, Second Term,
'07-'08; member of the Y. W. C. A., and of the
U. D. C.
Favorite Erpression: "My lime."
Ambition: To be a journalist.
"A beau is a very trifling thing."
r
LEILA CELESTIA WALKER, A. B.
Blackville, S. C.
"Leila" was a member of the Winthrop Literary
Society, and of the Y. W. C. A.
Favorite Expression: "O Life!"
Ambition: To be a Latin teacher.
'A good, strong character, with independence
and force."
'^u. Uaiuc A^^
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MARY WALKER, A. B.
YORKVILLE, S. C.
"Bid" was Critic of the Winthrop Literary
Society-, Third Term, '08; member of the Y.
W. C. A.
Favorite Expression: "Dear me!"
Ambition : To do one thing well.
"Thy modesty is a candle to thy merit."
« \
TILLIE WATERS, A. B.
Rock Hill, S. C.
"Tillie" Was a member of the Curry Literary
Society.
Favorite Expression: "Oh, my me."
Ambition: To sleep late in the morning.
"Like a lovely tree
She grew to womanhood, and between whiles
Rejected several suitors, just to learn
How to accept a better in his turn."
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EUNICE WESSINGER, A. B.
Lexington, S. C.
"Mr. Dignas" was a member of the Curry
Societ^v; member of the U. D. C, and of the
Y. W. C. A.
Favorite Expression: "Sure enough?"
Ambition : To grow taller.
"Oh, keejj me innocent, make others great."
RENA WESSINGER, A. B.
Gaffney, S. C.
"Rene" was a member of the Curry Literary
Society; member of the D. B. Johnson School
Improvement Association; Assistant Business
Manager The Tatleh, '08; Critic of Curry So-
ciety, Third Term, '08.
Favorite Expression: "Most fell out the Christ-
mag tree."
Ambition: To be tall.
"Her stature not tall— I hate a dumf)y woman."
ELIZABETH ALLSTOX WILLCOX, A. B.
Darlingtox, S. C.
"Elizabeth" was Qui Vive Editor of Winthrop
Society, First Term, '05; Class Historian; elected
Business Manager The Tatler, '08; Reporter of
Winthrop Society, '06; Vice-President of Win-
throp Society, First Term, "07; member of the
Y. W. C. A., and the D. B. Johnson School
Improvement Association.
Favorite Expression: "Let me ask something
like this."
Ambition: To be an honor graduate.
"Now is done thy long day's work.
Fold thine arms, turn to thy rest."
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ELIZABETH WILLFONG, A. B.
Hickory, N. C.
"Bess" was a member of the Curry Literary
Society, and of the Thalia German Club; Critic
of Curry Society.
Favorite Expression: "Oh, law."
Ambition: To study music abroad.
"Her manners are so pleasing and kindly that she
makes friends
Of all who come in contact with her."
ISADORA WILLIAMS, A. B.
Easley, S. C.
"Billy" was Manager of Volley-Ball Team,
'0S-'06; member of Basketball Team, '04-'05; Vice-
President of the D. B. Johnson School Improve-
ment Association; Art Editor The Tatler, '08.
Favorite Expression: "Great spoons."
Ambition: To visit the stars of the first magni-
tude.
"The name of reason she obtains."
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MARINDA J. WILLIAMS, A. B.
Easley, S. C.
"Rinda" was a member of the Curry Literary
Society, and of the Y. W. C. A.
Favorite Expression: "Law me!"
Ambition: To teach history a la Mace.
"Candor is the seal of a noble mind."
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^*^iB ^^ITH DUE apology to Shakespeare, we shall hold Winthrop a stage
^ ^ where every girl must play a part, and the Freshman Class of 1904
\ m F ^ '^^^ °"^' "^ '^^'^ Comedy of Errors. The first error was in theV.^^ selection of our class colors. Cream and Green
—
green being a very
lil-ting introduction, you may be sure, to the comedy. Errors followed thick
and fast
:
defeat in basketball ; failure to have Christmas holidays ; restrictions
beyond the endurance of simple freshmen ; conditions, and a host of other mis-
fortunes, ludicrous pei'haps to the audience, but tragically serious indeed to the
actors. All misfortunes, however, but served to draw us nearer together, and
thus to strengthen our cast.
In 1905, the actors presented Much Ado About Nothing. After the errors
of the first year, we felt that there was nothing more to be learned, and we
played our part with haughty arrogance. The only victory worthy of mention,
so the audience said, was that of the championship of basketball. Nevertheless,
we strutted about with as much pride in ourselves as though we were victors in
everything. The class now received the name of "Haughty Sophomores." This
title was well deserved, and we were not applauded quite as nmch as we had been
in the first year of our acting. The cast, however, was satisfied with itself, and
what cared it for the opinions of others
!
Like Shakespeare's As You Like It, that which the Junior Class of 1906
played was not quite all comedy. Experience had done away with awkwardness
and pride ; the cast was now resolved to do its best, no matter what the circum-
stances under which it had to act. True actors that we had become, no one could
tell how great a pang it cost us when we had to give the banner up to the gallant
Sophomores, who so nobly played and won. We, too, had played, but those
colors which we loved so well waved no more above the banner, and our hearts
were sore, although we smiled so sweetly. Such is an actor's part. We were
made glad, however, on Field Day, when the cup offered for skill in athletics was
awarded us. Best of all, Christmas holidays were spent at home this year, and
the cast returned with renewed vigor and inspiration for its work. The recep-
tion which the Junior cast gave to the Seniors was the feature of our Junior
year ; it was pronounced a great success. With a mingled feeling of sadness and
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joy, we received the spade from the hands of the Seniors of 1907; with sadness,
because we knew how much we should miss the Seniors and were reluctant to let
them leave us; with joy, because our dreams would soon be realized.
We count the number of our actors, and notice that, while the fall of 1907
found our number greatly diminished, eighty-eight attained the dignity of cap
and gown. With a steadfast purpose, we determined to do our best acting in
our last year upon the Winthrop stage in All's Well That Ends Well.
Respected by our audience, because of their knowledge of our past success, we
moved forward to the goal that was before us—the goal that meant so much to
us and to our friends. In our turn, we were now feted in a reception by the
under classmen. Perhaps because of our superior merit—which we should very
much like to believe—we have been granted more privileges than have the classses
which have gone before us. These we hand down, with hopes of their manifest
increase, to our successors. One of the most impressive scenes of this last year
was the planting of the class tree. We sighed when we handed over the spade to
the Junior Class ; we sighed because we knew that they would soon fill our places,
and we feared that the old cast would be forgotten. Observing the true
sequences of the drama, all the scenes beginning with this tree planting now led to
the close of our career at Winthrop. But 'mid the sadness of the class banquet,
and the daisy chain, with its attendant songs, came the thought of a victorious
entrance upon the wider stage of the world, where, unlike Antonio, we determined
to play, not the "saddest," but the brightest part. Class Historian.
ii
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P with your glasses, nlled to the trim!
1 o the class of all classes, with snap and with vim,
L/rink long lire ana svisaom, sweet peace and deep ]oy;
No sorrow to sadden, hut love to destroy
All pain and all hate.
Up with your glasses, the loam sparkling o'er!
Drink to the lasses, nearly live score.
Full earnest and steadfast these maids are, and hrave.
And true to the colors that over them -wave
—
The Class of 08.
Up svith your glasses! While tinkle they clear.
Drink to the lasses who pass out this year.
With hearts so courageous, the great word to face,
\Vith power and with vigor to ]oin m the race
—
Brave Class of 08.
Up with your glasses, your hearts heating strong.
Drink to the lasses who ve lahored so long.
Through ram and through sunshine, their amhitions to gain.
Labored so truly, nor lahored in vain
—
The Class of 08.
— C/ass 'Poet.
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QlkBB Will
Be it known to all men by these presents : That we, the Senior Class
of 190S, of the Winthi-op Normal and Industrial College of the State of South
Carolina, being of sound mind and memor}', do hereby make, declare, and publish
this our last Will and Testament.
/, Evelyn AUb right, do order the executor, hereinafter named, to give to
Lucy Riser my consuming affection for Latin, also my extraordinary ability in
getting Hannibal and his elephants across the Alps—make known to her the
fact that both of the above inheritances will be of service to her in reading Livy.
Sallie Anderson leaves to Georgia Marshall her "'jumping art" in playing
basketball, with the hope that she—GeoTgia IMarshall—will use it to better
advantage.
I, Cnro Aiill, do hereby will and bequeath my vocal ability and ardent par-
tiality for all trainers of the voice to the rising Senior most eagerly desirous of
such an inheritance.
Margaret Baileij wills to Annie Davis and Marguerite Dreher her fondness
for matliematics.
7, Edith Oliver, do hereby will to Florrie Bates my superior height, hoping
she may find it useful in maintaining her dignity as a Senior.
7, Nancy Edith Barnett, do will and bequeath my spacious apartments to
any one who will solemnly promise not to bring with her a sister who has a fond-
ness for cutting the pigeon-wing after 10 o'clock. This request must be
enforced, or the pleasure of residing in this luxurious suite will be greatly
marred by the fear of disturbing the superior officers above, below, and on
the left.
To Annie White, 7, Emeve Crouch, bequeath all my good times at Win-
throp. She may also have my trials—the broken dustpan, the darning gourd,
and mv motor-board.
7, Nan Rogers, do hereby will and bequeath my fondness for the broom to
my sister and roonnnate, Hortense Rogers, with the request that if she find no
more profital)le use for that instrument, she may use it for our pets, the rats ;
I also request that she lend it to all fellow sufferers.
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We, Adelaide Harper and Minnie Heuntt, do will our "conjugal felicity"
to May Holliday and Leona Sellers, hoping that their domestic peace for the
poniing session may be as tranquil and undisturbed as has been ours.
Jessie Porter bequeaths to Cammie Roddey her gymnasium suit, with per-
mission to enlarge, if necessary.
Ophelia Langston hereby wills to Jennie Sanders all her superfluous weight.
/, Bertha Creighton, do hereby will and bequeath my dignified sister, Ettie
Creighton, to the frivolous little Claire Barnett, trusting that their influence
upon each other will be both cheerful and einiobling.
Eva Hite leaves her superfluous giggles to be equally and impartially
divided between Ernestine Barre, Maude Farr and Gillette Schumpert.
I. Wyche and B. Lane do will their efficiency in training rats, and the abso-
lute responsibility for all noise on the second floor, to the next inhabitants of
Room 2j60.
/, Alberta Barnett, English genius of the Class of '08, do hereby will and
bequeath, with my desk, the above-mentioned genius to the most aspiring member
of the Class of '09.
Mary Bradham and Roberta Bradley bequeath to Miss Wysor the next
"'precious pair" that enter Winthrop College, with the hope that she will take as
good care of them as she has taken of us.
I, Ella Dantzler, do hereby will to Carrie Gillmore my old gray-tasselled
cap, with the request that when she has no further use for it she will hand it
down to some other L. I.
Elise C. Rudd bequeaths to Winnie E. Fitts Room No iO, first floor, N. D.,
with its able guardian angel.
/, Cornelia Barton, do give and bequeath to Kathleen Minus my love for
lesson plans, requesting her to keep and cherish it so long as she may need it,
then hand it down to other victims for generations to come.
We, Sadie Goggans, Elizabeth Willcox, Mazie Wakefield, Mary Reynolds,
Sadie Lesley, Sarah Furman, Selma Parrish, Floride Harper and Elizabeth
Evans, solemnly bequeath our name, "Baby Editors," to the future Tatler staff
of 1909.
/, Tillie Waters, do hereby give to Jenks Johnston my seat in the electric
car, with the hope that it will prove as great a source of pleasure to her as it has
been to me.
~
. \
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Edna Bane, Rena Wess'mger, Marinda Williams and Etta Laney will to
]\Iildred Cunningham, Iris Littlejohn, Cecil Hester and Myrtis Boone their
happy success as instructors in the arts of the gymnasium.
Wc, Mildred Beaty and Annie Visanska, do will, give and bequeath to Kit
Salle}' and Florrie Bates our exalted and envied position as B. 0. I. F. T. S. O.
B. C. (Bureau of Information for the Seniors of Back Corridors).
I, Arrie Maner Lawton, do hereby bequeath to Bertie Lenoir that portion
of my hair that is A. G. H. (another girl's hair). If arranged witli skill and
the help of a comb or two, she will find it very beautifying.
Being most desirous of the assurance that such a privilege may be hers,
/, Ollie Lee Dohson, do give to Dell Kilgore my Senior privilege of leaving the
campus without filing.
/, Louise Cromer, do will to Helen Dietz my affection for vocalizing after
the 10 o'clock bell. .
I, Ella Barton, bequeath to Mary Rich my musical talent, on the one con-
dition, that she labor diligently to equal my rendition of Three Blind Mice.
Leila C. Walker, with great unselfishness and nobility of purpose, leaves to
Annie Davis and Leah Townsend her affection for Latin and her instruction in
that subject.
I, Esca Banks, being of sound mind, do hereby will, give and bequeath to
Janie Ford my beautifully permanent marcel waves, with the desire that to her
they will prove more lasting than her former ones.
Edith Parrott hereby bequeaths to the public her good-natured dictionary,
with the wish that it will continue to lead a thriving, itinerant life.
Hoping that they will prove as companionable to her as they have to me,
I, Eunice Wessinger, do hereby give the rats in my room to Isabel Lyles.
Ethel Counts wills to Willie Mae Wise and Clara Gibson her faithful, head-
less, one-legged alarm clock.
I, Margaret Lawrence, do give and bequeath to Miss Sarah I. Grant my
affection for the sixth and seventh grades of the Model School.
Estelle Beck wills her razor to the maiden-mustached professors, Johnson,
Mabry and Coker, with the hope that it will do them faithful service.
Edith Porcher hereby gives and bequeaths to Louise Carson her specks,
hoping they will aid her in gaining a few grains of knowledge.
7, Kate Barnett Manheim, will my pompadour to be equally divided between
Wyola Wallace and Loula Hannnond ; giving my rat to the former, and my
superfluous hair to the latter.
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Sadie Tisdale bequeaths her geology apron to Lucy Riser.
Louvain Vaughan bequeaths to Kate Edwards the right to control the Kin-
dergai'ten cousins, wishing her much success and joy in her undertaking.
I, Marie Moore, resigned to my fate of henceforth leading a solemn life, do
hereby will my flippancy to JNIartha MacAlpine ; my Sunday desserts, after my
departure, I wish to be equally divided between Frederica Lindsay and Winnie
Crawford.
Callie Sowell and Anna Roddey, with affectionate good will, do hereby will
to Ethel Pegram and Celeste Cautlien their entire share of hash.
Lynn Riley gives to the most popular girl in the Senior Class of 1909 her
office as Warden of the Winthrop Literary Society.
I, Susie Henderson, hereby give to my devoted and adoring roommate,
"Pish," the gentle purrings of my intermittent alarm clock.
I, Emily Bellinger, being of sound mind, hereby appropriately will to Daisy
Neal my conceit, hoping that the excessive superfluity thus brought about will
prove destructive to the quality.
/, Gertrude Dibble, do hereby will and give to Oxie Rhame my old bottom-
less chair, with the hope that she will not have the experience of falling through
unawares.
Mary Gaillard gives to Ruth Coleman her matchless dining-room record,
insisting that the inheritor protect it to the best of her ability.
Sarah Elizabeth Bowers, as her last will and testament, desires the executor
to see that the succeeding wicked and boisterous occupants of No. 70 come into
possession of their rightful oft-repeated visits of Miss Mulligan.
I, Arrie Stuckey, leave my room as a ready market for all handkerchiefs
and accessories of dress. This market is not remunerative ; but there is genuine
satisfaction in the knowledge that one has aided in fostering the lives of those
small animals that do so much toward not allowing superfluous food to
accumulate.
/, Louise Oakes, willingly give and bequeath to Louise Harris my room-
mate, Pearle McManus.
Mamie Pearson turns over to the most ready shoulders Ichabod Crane's
bundle of dry goods, which she has borne uncomplainingly.
Martha Neal leaves the distinction of her marked brilliance to the equally
worthy Mae Poi'ter.
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I, Janie Craig, with a heave of rehef, do hereby will to the Senior Class of
1909 my sight-singing notebook, trusting that it will prove as useful to them as
to their sister class now departing.
Elma Merritte leaves to Genie Lemmon her books—text, note, and other-
wise—hoping that she will use them as diligently as did her sister.
/, Hallie Kirven, do hereby willingly declare and make known that all claim
upon the person and affections of May Holliday in my name are now made null,
and given in full to Lucy Henry.
7, Mattie Lesslie, do give to Mildred Cunningham all refuse kodak pictures,
hoping that she will find no trouble in increasing her collection.
I, Mamie Ballentine, give and will to Gladys Able the duty of mail-carrier,
entrusting the executor with the responsibility of impressing it upon my heir to
answer all questions concerning this duty in a cheerful manner.
7, Virginia Truesdale, hereby will and bequeath to Ethel Sanders my desk,
in Room 15.
7, Bessie Gettys, do give and bequeath to Cammie Roddey my venerable
gym. shoes, allowing her to alter to fit.
7, Ethel Coleman, do will and bequeath, to the first to claim it, my affection
for "Tommy ;" and all my earthly goods, not in use, to Katherine Furman.
7, Mary Walker, hereby will to Rita Sheib my artistic taste, trusting that
it will prove beneficial in furnishing her room next year.
We, May Dacus and Carrie Kilgore, solemnly bequeath our dignity of bear-
ing to Helen Woods, feeling sure that she will maintain it to our credit.
I, Justine Sanders, hereby give and bequeath my best skirt to Sadie Des-
Portes ; my whisk-broom to Leila Burgess, and my sentimentality to Carrie
Reaves.
Netta Corbett wills her subscription to the Youth's Companion and Black
Cat magazines to the Sunday readers of South Dormitory.
7, Mamie Lupo, charitably inclined, bequeath to Matilda Peay my ungov-
ernable loquaciousness.
Pauline Merkhardt leaves her "Annie Laurie" voice to the tender mercies
of Wilhe Waters.
Besse Faris desires to give to Carrie Reaves her propensity for never
allowing an opportunity in the classroom to pass without due remarks.
7, Louise Harper, do will to Eunice Harper, my sister and roommate, my
share of all forms of Winthrop meat.
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/, Elizabeth Willfong, leave to Olive Walker my sunny disposition.
/, Isadora Williams, from my lofty heights, do give, will and bequeath my
flippancy to Martha MacAlpine, hoping that it will aid in brightening her
somber existence.
/, Susie Mae Burgess, do will to the most aspiring Junior my great afi^ection
for the Model School.
We, the Senior Class, do hereby will and bequeath to the Junior Class our
privileges, hoping that the said privileges will be greatly improved, increased
and appreciated.
We hereby revoke any and all wills by us heretofore made, and now con-
stitute David Bancroft Johnson sole executor of this, our last will.
In testimony whereof, we hereunto set our hand and seal, and publish and
decree this our last Will and Testament, in presence of the witnesses named
below, this 2d day of June, in the year of our Lord 1908.
Senior Class of 1908.
E. C. COKER,
Witnesses: ( T. O. Mabry,
C. E. Johnson.
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HATE one summer afternoon I strolled through the garden, stoppinghere to admire a pink rose, and there to pull a red one. I paused
before the Marechal Neil vine and picked a big. half-blown bud. I
pulled off the green petals, and as I plucked the first I noticed that
it was different from other rose petals. This first one introduced me into an
immense crowd of elegantly attired men and women. The scene was the English
court. Everyone seemed to be greatly excited, and everywhere I heard munnurs
about American wit and originality, and American beauty. My curiosity was
satisfied. The Lord High Chamberlain announced : "Miss Emily Bellinger !"
All eyes M^ere turned in the direction of the king and queen, in front of whom
I recognized Emily making a deep bow. Her beauty was resplendent ; in her
hair were coiled strings of diamonds, and her snowy throat and shoulders were
encircled with pearls. She carried her court train most gracefully, and her
loveliness far surpassed any in the room. While the crowd were still praising
her, another was announced, "Miss Mary Lawrence Reynolds!" ('08 I expected).
What a look of surprise on everyone's face ! Instead of the conventional court
dress and train, Mary wore a neat white shirt-waist suit. The royal couple
smiled and seemed pleased. Mary had usually pleased herself at college, and I
knew she had an aversion for elaborate clothes, hence I was not surprised. She
was especially beautiful that night. During the evening she and Emily were
the center of coteries to which the aristocracy of both birth and intellect flocked.
The next petal, and each succeeding one were like the
—
"Flowers, wherein we read our histor^r,
As astrologers and seers of old."
It revealed to me Susie Henderson, Emeve Crouch, Mazie Wakefield, Elizabeth
Evans and Edith Oliver roaming among the wild hills of Scotland. With a
large party they were touring the continent, and at that time were enjoying the
places whicli Wordsworth, Burns and Scott had made familiar to them while
they were Winthrop students.
The next scene was in Berlin. I was carried to an immense auditorium,
which was crowded with the best musical talent of the place. The curtain rose,
and on the platform I recognized INIarie Moore, at the piano, and Selma Parrish,
always versatile, with a violin. Great applause greeted them ; then intense
silence, and Selma and Marie took us into another world as they masterfully
rendered Violin obligato. Angel Serenade. But these Avere not the only
familiar faces I was to see. Hallie Kirven had a treat for her audience, which
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appreciated her magnificent voice. Elizabeth Willfong next held our attention
with her exquisite rendition of Grieg's Butterfly. These four girls, friends at
school, had kept up their friendship and, after studying many years in Germany,
were making their last appearance before their loyal German admirers before
sailing for their native land.
Rome was the next place of interest. While wandering about the streets
I stopped at a beautiful, artistic villa. Living here was dear old Elizabeth
Willcox. I was delighted to see her, and soon found out that she, always
extremely dutiful and conscientious, had come here, with her mother, to spend
a year. Elizabeth was a new-fashioned old maid, sweet and charming, detesting
the traditional blue china teacups, cats and canary birds ; also the men, so she
said. I had my doubts there, for on the fourth finger of her left hand a beau-
tiful solitaire glistened. In the background there stood a splendid athletic
looking fellow.
In the Desei't of Sahara, Etta Laney and Sadie Tisdale had a date-palm
farm. The French government had opened up the place by irrigation and rail-
roads, and many people had flocked there to make a fortune by thus supplying
the entire world with nutritious food.
In a large building in one of the cities of India I was not surprised to find
good little Mary Lemmon and tall and jolly Carrie Kilgore. Always enthusi-
astic Y. W. C. A. members, they had decided to devote their lives to the
bettering of humanity. The natives were devoted to both, and in uplifting the
mental and moral lives of others, the girls found peace and happiness.
In Manila was Sara Furman. A Clemson student, who had been her con-
stant admirer, had won distinction at Annapolis, and then won the highest prize
in his career—her hand. He was stationed at INIanila, where his bride was the
social center of the American colony. But Sara had a chum with her! JNIary
Gaillard was conquering hearts faster than the government was conquering the
natives. Both girls were as light-hearted and happy in their far-oft' home as
they had been at dear old Winthrop.
In Southern California, Ella Dantzler was the owner of an immense orange
grove and peach farm. The fruit was shipped to all parts of the country.
Cornelia Barton, true to a lost lover, was spending her life of single blessedness
with Ella.
The next scene was in a Western mining village. The inhabitants were
rough, coarse, uncultured and irreligious. Working in their midst was Estelle
Beck. Always thinking of the welfare of others, she was teaching them as if
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all were children, and they loved and honored her. Noble Estelle, uplifting
them and making them happier, found her happiness in a neat cottage for two.
Besse Faris was traveling through the mining districts of the West, getting
material for a new novel, which was to be one of her famous series on miners'
lives. As the heroine of the story she took Mamie Lupo, who was doing mis-
sionary work in this field.
Farther East, in the wilds of Arizona, was Tillie Waters. She had
accepted a position as assistant in a small school. Her superintendent, enchanted
with her charms and graces, asked her to be his life-long assistant. I found her
a beautiful bride, enjoying the gaieties of Hot Springs.
Sadie Goggans was holding the chair of English in the University of
Texas. Sadie had achieved such brilliant success in the graded schools of Dallas
that her fame had spread throughout the State. Dignified Sadie was astonish-
ing the Austin people with her remarkable brilliancy.
I now found myself in a large building in New York City. It was the
private ofl5ce of the editor of The Outlook. The venerable ex-editor had retired
and left his business in the efficient hands of Margaret Lawrence. The maga-
zine, under her guidance, was more widely known than ever, and her fame was
far-reaching. Two of her assistants and chief contributors \vere Sadie Lesley
and Margaret Bailey. Sadie was also well known for her translation of Virgil's
^neid into blank verse, which was beautifully illustrated by Margaret.
At the University of Columbia, Dora Williams held the chair of Mathe-
matics, and Avas astonishing the world with her recent astronomical observations
and discoveries. Louise Cromer and Evelyn Allbright were there, studying for
a degree and doing research work in Latin. Rena Wessinger had come to the
LTniversity to study history, but in the game of hearts with the young professor
she had come out victorious. I was the only member of her wedding party who
accompanied her on her bridal tour to Europe.
At Newport, Ethel Coleman and Bertha Creighton, as guests of Lynn
Riley, a young matron, were creating a stir in society circles, and were as
popular as in school days.
Nan Barnett, as president, and Nan Rogers, as vice-president, of the Y. W.
C. A. of Boston, were doing a noble work. They had gone to the city on a
pleasure trip and were so attracted that they decided to stay. I found the )^
result.
May Dacus was there, too, studying expression. She intended to go on
the stage as an impersonator—her specialty, the Winthrop Faculty. Kate
Manheim was at the Conservatory of Music, training her voice for the stage. .
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!Camping in the Hudson Valley, at the foot of the "Kaatskill Mountains,"
were INIinnie Hewitt, Bess Lane, Adelaide Harper, Esca Banks, Edith Parrott
and Arrie Stucky, with Mrs.
,
nee Isoline Wyche. Each, with a copy
of Rip Van Winkle and the Legend of Sleepy Hollow in her hand, was searching
for the green knoll where Rip had fallen asleep, and for the haunts of the
Headless Horseman. On their tour of the country they had been enticed hither,
and were fully capable of appreciating the place as a result of their lesson plans.
In Baltimore, Bertie Bradley was taking off the first honors of the IM. D.'s
at the University of Maryland. She intended to go South to be near jNIary
Bradham, who was the mistress of one of Charleston's lovely homes.
I was not surprised to find Pauline Merkhardt teaching gymnastics and
modern languages at Memminger.
Edith Porcher was first mate for the captain of a government tug, which
was working in Charleston harbor. On the outskirts of the city jNIarinda
Williams and Caro Aull owned a beautiful farm, on which they cultivated great
quantities of violets, roses and japonicas for the Northern markets.
Mildred Beaty and Edna Barre, tired of the gaieties of the world and their
long train of rejected suitors, had retired from society to a small town in the
State to teach ideas, new mingled with old, to shoot.
Mattic Lesslie was in one of the hospitals in Cuba, where a yellow fever
epidemic was raging. With the white cap and apron on, and the red cross on
her arm, she was patiently and tenderly relieving the sufferers. Elma Merritte
was teaching music in the public schools of Havana. Both girls often visited
Bessie Gettys, who was the owner of a large sugar plantation. She supplied
Winthrop girls with bananas. Eva Hite and Ophelia Langston were traveling
through the island, organizing Rural School Improvement Associations, Civil
Improvement Leagues, and lecturing on the need of both.
In beautiful New Orleans I met Virginia Truesdalc and Callie Sowell, both
married ; Virginia, the charming wife of the president of a large insurance com-
pany ; Callie, the bride of a banker. Living here also, and occasionally visiting
them, were Jessie Poi'ter and Ollie Dobson. Jessie was brilliant as a teacher of
English in the high school ; Ollie was loved in one of the city kindergartens
;
both were popular in society circles. Eunice Wessinger was teaching English
and gymnastics in the French quarter. She was enjoying the pleasures of a
warm climate as much as possible before her departure for the Arctic regions,
where she intended to go with a party, among whom was Mr. Coker, in search
of the North Pole.
[83]
In one of the city libraries I found The Principles of Child Study, by
Louvain Vaughan. Glancing through the book I recognized the result of her
notes taken in class at college. I saw that jNIiss ]Macfeat's theories were intelli-
gently discussed in this book. Miss "N'aughan was doing a great deal of work
according to Dr. G. Stanley Hall's methods. Lying on the library table was the
New Orleans Times. A startling announcement, in big, black headlines,
attracted my attention: "Marriage of Interest to Americans. Elopement of a
Southern Society Belle With an Italian Nobleman—INIiss Arrie Lawton and
Count Pascagui." A long, interesting account of this sudden surprise wedding
followed. The bridal couple embarked for A'enice, where the Count and
Countess were to make their home.
I next entered a magnificent white building, in which I found crowds of
white-aproned girls making candy. Ella Barton, with the knowledge gained
from Miss ]\Iulligan"s instruction, had started a candy factory, and they were
now enjoying the fruits of their labor, a fame equal to Huylers', and a luxurious
home.
In Atlanta was Sallie Anderson, stenographer for a young lawyer, who was
allowing her to do most of the dictation. INIartha Neal, as an assistant editor
on the Atlanta Journal staff, had carried the paper over a great financial crisis
and was now working for its further advancement.
On a quiet farm in Pickens County INIamie Ballentine was making a home
happy with her sunshine. Elise Rudd was living in a small village as a happy
matron, teaching the young children according to Miss INIacfcat's method.
At Winthrop our old class was well represented. Mary Walker held the
chair of Pedagogy and Psychology, as Mr. Thomson's successor. Sadie
Bowers occupied the chair of Science. She was distinguishing herself as an
instructor of Geology. Janie Craig was on the music faculty, and INIamie
Pearson was Miss Wickliffe's assistant. Ethel Counts was acting as the Y. W.
C. A. Secretary until her approaching wedding, in June. Living near was
Anna Roddey, assisting an A. R. P. preacher with his work.
In a Western university Alberta Barnett was studying law. Having been
a fluent talker at Winthrop, she was now at a higher institution, cultivating hev
persuasive powers.
In one of the Southern normal colleges I found Floride Harper teaching
art and Louise conducting the kindergarten department. On the suburbs of
the city Susie Mae Burgess and Netta Corbett were happily settled in their own
snug homes. Near them, in a prim cottage, lived Leila Walker and Justine
Sanders, secluded from the world, ever conning Virgil and Horace.
Class Prophet.
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Jluntflr QIlaBB
President—Jexxie Oates
Vice-President—Lucy Hexry
Secretary/—Katheryx Salley'
Treasurer—Bess Bi'rtox
!MoTTo: Umqiiam Alt inf
Colors: Garnet and Black Flower: American Beauty Rose
Hnll
Adams, Olie
Barr, Clara
Batemax, jNIary'
Bates, Florence
Baxley, Blaxche
Black, Bertha
BrITTOX, JlJIMlE
Browx, Julia Belle
Bry'ax, Abbie
BuRxs, Florexce
Bltrtox, Bess
Bush, Berta
Carothers, Florixe
COLEMAX, HeLEX M.
COUXTS, DoxiE
Clejiext, Lora
Craig, Jexxie Lee
Craig, Nax
Creightox, Ettie
Davis, Axxie
Derham, Loula
Drehr, Marguerite
Eaves, Mary Ellex
Edwards, Kate
Edwards, Lucy
Ficklixg, Evelixa
FiTTS, WlXX'IE
Fraser, 3L\riox
Gettys, Jexxie
GiLMOHE, Carrie
Hajiii.tox, Axxie A.
Harris, Lolhse
Hayxe, Fraxces
Hexry, Lltcy'
Hill, Susie
HoLLADAY', Julia
Holliday', JSIay-
Hough, Mary'
Huxter, Kate
Hymax, Estelle
Haxley, Kate
Hester, Cecil
Hughey, Dolly'
IXABIXETT, EoLIXE
Johxstox, Axxie
JoxES, Agx^es
Joxes, Nelle
Ketchix, Joe
Kilgore, Adele
KoHX, Sara
Laxey', Alleixe
Laxg, Rives
Lathax, ]\Iary'
Lathrop, Helex
Lejijiox, Gexie
Lexoir. Kate
Littlejohx, Iris
Lyles, Isabelle
Magill, Sarah
]McAlpixe, Martha
McMillax^, Axxie
Mix^us, Kathleex
Morse, Sophie
MoxTGOJiERY. Pearl
Murray, Louise
Gates, .Texxie
Oliver, Carrie Lou
Peoram, Ethel
Phillips, Colixe
Phillips, Sallie
Rich, 3L\ry-
Riser, Lucy
Rogers, Hortexse
Ross, Margaret
Salley, Kathryx
Scarborough, Zella
Satterwhite, Elizabeth
Saxders, Jexxie
Sellers, Leoxa
Steele, Della
Stover, Axette
Texxext, Kate
Tolbert, ^NIajiie
Thoimas, Helex
TiLLMAX, Rexa
Waters, Elizabeth
Waters, Willie
Watkixs, Nelle
Towxsexd. Leah
Phixce, Irexe
Cux'xiXGHAJi, [Mildred
Whitxey', Daisy-
Williams, Clara Belle
Ward, Ixez
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XN THE Autumn of 1905 we came to the Winthrop Normal andIndustrial College, a band of new girls one hundred and twenty-five
strong. Ours was a small class, but we resolved that, although we
were small in numbers, we would be great in strength. In accord-
ance with this purpose, we chose as our motto: Unquam Altius. Imagine the
feeling of pride and the importance with which we donned our class caps as the
first Freshman Class in the history of the college that had been allowed to possess
such treasures ! In the athletics of our first year we did well, but were very
much disappointed in not receiving the basketball banner. The next year we
returned somewhat reduced in numbers, but no longer Freshmen. We were old
girls, and enjoyed to the fullest displaying our knowledge by telling the new
girls what thy should and should not do and say on all occasions. This year we
were indeed fortunate. We could scarcely believe our eyes. But, yes, it was in
the Catalogue in plain black letters, that wo should have ten days holiday for
Christmas. Then came another triumph ; we won, and still possess, the coveted
banner. Shall we ever forget the feeling of pride with which we looked upon
it, with the dear old Garnet and Black fluttering above it.^* And yet there was
another treat in store for us. We were allowed the privilege (?) of making the
daisy chain for the Seniors. This also included the privilege of walking several
miles and gathering daisies for many hours in the hot sun.
Now we have returned to these walls for the third year's work. We no
longer have the haughty air which was ours by right as Sophomores, nor yet
have we the grave and dignified air of our sisters who enjoy Senior privileges.
We strike the happy medium by taking a small quantity of pride from the
Sophomores and likewise a small quantity of Senior dignity, mixing these
together with enough Freshman gaiety to get a good substantial result. This
result stands before you today, a Junior of the Class of 1909.
Class Editor.
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WtCunB
President—Annie White
Vice-President—Georgia Marshall
Secretary—Eva Mayfield
Treasurer—Janie Ford
Motto: Praestare et perstare
Colors: Blue and Gold Flower: White Carnation
loll
Avi L, Louise
Albergotti, Reba
Antley, Grace
Ariail, Wilhelmixa
Ariail, Lucile
Bailey, Isabelle
Barnette, Mattie Lou
Best, Waltox
Bieman, Gertrude
Black, Pearl
Blalock, Mamie
Boone, Myrtis
BoYLSTON, Annie M.
Briggs, Virginia
Brown, Jessie
Bryan, Leila
Bri'nson, Mary
Booth, Summebvili.e
Carlson, Mary
Cauthen, Celeste
Cheatham, Alma
Coleman, Ruth
Coleman, Nell
Cork, Julia
Crawford, Winnie
Crawi'ord, Lucile
Crook, Annie
Cudworth, Elise
Davis, Alma
,
Davis, Mii.lwee
Dickerv, Kate
Doggett, Lucy
Dukes, Marguerite
Duncan, Nell
Ervin, Zuliene
Farr, Maude
Felkel, Bessie
Ferguson, Leila
Fewell, Eva May
Ford, Janie
Foster, Lily May
Free, Belle
Gandv, Lillian
Hall, Rebecca
Hall, Josie
Hammond, Loula
Heaps, Marian
Hester, Edna
HiGHTOWER, LlTLA
Huffman, Mary
Hutchinson, Annie C.
Jacobs, Ellie
Jaeger, Lillian M.
James, Oltne
LaFoY, Kate
Lay, Bihdie
Lindsay, Fredrica
Lofton, Edith
Lofton, Susie
London, Emma
Lykes, Mary
McCullough, Etta
McIlwaine, Orine
McMillan, Lizzie
McNair, Norma
Marshall, Georgia
Mayfield, Eva
Murphey, Louise
Neely, Juanita
Nix, Lillian
Owen, Lizzie
Palmer, Ida
Parker, Sadie
Payne, Ruth
Peay, Tillie
Pegram, Bessie
Peterson, Lillian
Porter, Mae
Pruitt, Vera
Ravenel, Emily
Rhame, Oxie
Rivers, Clara
Rivers, Martha
RoDDEY, Catherine
Rollins, Elise
Sadler, Carrie
Sams, Annie
Sams, Pauline
Sanders, Ethel
Sease, Elberta
Sheib, Marguerite
Sherer, Willie
Smith, Elizabeth
Smith, Frances
Smith, May
Stover, Perrin
Stribling, Frances
Strother, Ruby
Sullivan, Aethea
Thomson, Emma
Thorpe, Margaret
TimMERMAN, Elizabeth
TiNSLEY, Lois
Trantham, Elizabeth
Tarrant, Blanche
Vahn, Sallie
Wald, Rena
Wall, Mary
Wallace, Wyola
Wannamaker, Beth
Watson, Benie
Welborn, Louise
White, Annie
Williams, Maude
Williamson, Margaret
Wingate, Jessie
Wright, Kate
Wyman, Lallah
Young, Mary
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YEAR AGO a thi'ong of Freshmen entered Winthrop and organized
the noble Chiss of 1910. This was the kirgest class ever welcomed
here, and they excel, not only in quantity, but also in quality. So
ambitious and studious did this crowd prove itself that changes had
to be made to suit their demands. A new course in library methods was intro-
duced, and sewing became a Freshman industrial.
The superiority of last year's Freshmen was recognized by every one from
the first day. Even a grave and dignified Senior would step to the side and
do honor to a member of the Class of 1910. As our class grows older, this
reverence and admiration increases.
As Freshmen Me looked forward to our Sophomore year with eager expecta-
tions. Then we should no longer be called "green little Fresh," a title which
most of us greatly resented. ^Moreover, a Senior cap seemed impossible to
us last year. Nothing is impossible to us now, but some things seem highly
improbable.
At last we are Sophomores ! Let us tliink about this word for a moment.
Two words present themselves : the one is conceit, the other is icork. What
class of a hundred and fifty earnest, ambitious girls would not be conceited.^
We admit that we are conceited, while others ai'e convinced that we have a rio-ht ^:
to be so. Let us consider the second word. We may well say, "Cheer up, little
Freshmen, vou have science, history, and solid geometry before you. The worst
is yet to come."
But these are only fair samples of Sophomore work. Let us advise the
voung man whose mind is inclining towards matrimony to wait and make his
choice from the graduates of 1910. If he will do so, we will guarantee him
a wise, tliriftv, competent housewife, for the members of this class are acquiring
a thorouo'h knowledo-e of the domestic arts.
Our class has always been deeply interested in athletic sports and all out-
door amusements. This year we came back to Winthrop with renewed energy,
and with the determination to win both cup and banner. Tennis has always
been a favorite pastime for the Sophs, and they delight in playing volley-
ball, captain-ball, baseball, and especially basketball. We have an unusually
strong basketball team this year, and we are looking forward to the numerous
games in which it will be victorious. How proud we shall be to place the Blue
and Gold of 1910 over the banner, where it will remain until the members of this
class have taken their places in the world and proved these colors victorious in
every conflict. Class Editor.
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iKr^aliman (ClaBa
(§tCunB
President—Mary Whight
Vice-Presideut—May Wilson
Secretary—Madge Kiiwakds
Treasurer—Mahy Harley
Motto: Ease quam vide re
Colors: Garnet and Gray Flower: Red Carnation
Anderson', Violet
Armstrong, Cora
Babb, Sara
Barksdale, Gladys
Barratt, Ellen
Barre, Ernestine
Baskin, Mary
Baxley, Alva
Beckham, Genevieve
Benton, Mamie
Blackwell, Mamie
Bolivar, Ruth
BosTicK, Caroline
Brami.et, Alice
Briggs, Grace
Brown, Mityi.ene
Browne, Elizabeth
Bltford, Sallie Bell
Bitroess, Leila
BuRRiss, Annie Eou
Caldwell, Sarah
Cartwright, Carrie
Cartwright, Mary
Cave KEY, Lillian
CoGBURN, Gladys
CoLTHORPE, Essie Maye
Cook, Lillian Viola
Cooner, May Belle
Dantzler, Qltinette
Derham, Annie
Derhaji, EaiMA
Dibble, Ruth
Diet?;, Helen
Duckett, Irma
Edwards, Madge
Fewell, Louise
Erew, Lucile
EURMAN, KaTHERINE
Gentry, Lillian
Gibson, Clara
Gibson, Lillian
Gibson, Nina
Greene, Melissa
Gregory, Hope
ELvi'NER, Wren
Hamilton, Mary
Hanks, Ida
Hardy, Conya
Harley, Mary
Hicks, Grace
Hoffman, Mamie
HOLLOWAY, EaNNIE
Hopkins, Mary
Hough, Bruce
Irby, Annie Lou
Johnson, Emmie
Johnson, Grace
Jones, Clara Belle
Jones, Edith
Jones, Ethel
Kelley, Lena Marie
Keys, Eleanor
KiLGORE, Janie
Kilgore, Haskell
KiRVEN, Mary
Lawrence, SrLE:\iA
Lenoir, Bertie
Lindsay, Pauline
Littlejohn, Rachel
l,owRY, Helen
Lynch, Johnnie May
Mahon, Rebecca
Massey, Kathleen
Miller, Lily
Mitchell, Lillian
Moore, Lda
Moore, Margaret
McClain, Jennie
McGowAN, Charlotte
McIntosh, Meta
McKain, Loretta
McMayon, Annie Sleigh
McMillan, Lou Ella
Nettles, Embia
Nixon, Fannie
Oliver, Margaret
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O'Neal, Vehmelle
Owings, Willie
Perritt, Bertrand
Pi.owDEN, Harriett
PoLiER, Esther
Porter, Flossie
Pratt, Josie
Rale-s;, Mollie
Randle, Genevieve
Ratchford, Minnie
Ray, Nellie
Reaves, Carrie
Reaves, Ethel
RiCIIBOURGE, AlI.EYNE
Rivers, Leora
Roddey, Camjiie
Rogers, Annie
Salley, Emma
Smith, Lizzie
SoMPYRAc, Mary
Steadman, Bessie
Stokes, Lily' Kate
Stokes, Mary
Stokes, Ruth
Strait, Rosa
Strother, Gertrude
Strother, Irene
Tennent. Erancina
Watson, Ethel
Watson, I>illy
Watson, Pansie
Weatherly, Hazel
Wilds, Cornelia
Williams, I,ily
Willis, Zula
Wilson, May
Wise, Willie Mae
Witherspoon, Helen
Woods, Helen
Wright, Mary
Yeadon, Louise
Young, Neale
^m
'"^^^^HE FRESHINIAN CLASS of 1907 and 1908 is much smaller than
M ^1 iiiaiiy of the preceding classes, but it is an acknowledged fact that
^^^^^^^
it makes up in a great measure by its character what it lacks in size.
For we understand that from an unusually large number of appli-
cants, but a few comparatively were admitted into Winthrop College to become
the Class of 1911. The athletic field has already attracted our attention, and
from what we have done we are inclined to think that the present champions had
better look closely after their laurels.
We feel sure that our class has before it a brilliant future ; not only as a
class, but individually, for with such examples before us as the Classes of '08,
'09 and '10. what else could be expected?
When we shall have received our diplomas and are about to leave Winthrop,
if we have only accomplished what we are now earnestly striving for, then we
shall not feel that our course has been in vain. Class Editor.
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President—Olive Walker
Vice-President—Claire Barnett
Secretary—Wehjme Gavix
Treasurer—Daisy Neal
CoLon : Heliotrope
Motto: Ad Perfectiora
Flower: Heliotrope
(!Ila0a lull
Annie Lee Abbott
Gladys Able
Mary vVnderson
Claire Barnett
Louise Guy
Stanly Hall
Jane Hardee
Ethel Hyatt
Hannah Barton
Katharine Blair
Jennie Brice
Louise Bryan
Annie Crosland
Sadie Desportes
Eleanor Duckett
Helen Fant
Ethel Jay
Mary Murrah
Ebbie McGowan
Christine McIlwain Mary Perrin
Edith Porter Gillette Schumpert
LuciLE Handle Dorothy Sijis
Jessie Rivers Lucile Sloan
Carrie Sadler Carrie Taylor
Ollie Lewis
Margaret Buroess
Louise Carson
Jennie Connor
Marie Cowan
Frankie Faires
Cecil Fewell
Mabel Freeman
Inez Frew
Lizzie McMillan
Sadie Moore
Daisy Neal
Margaret Frew
Wehme Gavin
Esther Gordon
Julia Gregory'
Olive Walker
Hilda Weathers
Theodora Young
Pearle McManus
Maggie Lee Sally
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OUR CLASS is the smallest class in the College, but it is made up ofearnest, hard-working girls, each of whom has a duty to perform
out in the busy world. So we feel that we must work hard and play
only a little, because none of us has a moment to spare. "But," you
ask, "What kind of duties are these .^" Here comes a "bunch" of Specials now.
Suppose you ask them.
The first four girls are studying Dressmaking and Millinery. Two of
them tell j^ou that their duty will be to teach others to sew and trim hats, while
the other two intend to open a dressmaking and millinery establishment together.
And here is a girl who wears a long, white apron, cuffs and a dainty little
cap. Your common sense tells you that she studies cooking, but you are hardly
able to gasp, "Oh !" when the haughty ]\Iiss tells you that she is learning
"Domestic Science" and not "cooking."
Peep over the next girl's shoulder and you find her studying a book full of
mj'sterious looking scratches. She is going to be a stenograplier, and is too
busy to be interrupted.
Here we have an artist, and two expression students. One of the expression
students intends to teach elocution. She, however, will call it "expression," and
her pupils will "read" instead of "recite." The other student has ambition and
even aspires to the role of a tragedy queen.
Here are two girls, and the first one tells you that she is having her voice
trained so that she may teach others to turn their "car-rending howls" into sweet
melodious tones.
"'"Well," says the piano student, "I intend to be a music teacher, if I ever
finish the course, but the standard is so high that I guess I shall have to remain
at Winthrop for the rest of my days and 'dig away' on the piano."
You must not think that we work all the time. We do not. We indulge in
all the athletic sports, and last year we took part in the basketball games. It
was our first appearance, but we played a good game, and are confident that we
shall do better this year. Class Editoe.
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Atl|lpltra at Wtutlirop
LL WINTHROP GIRLS take great interest in athletic sports.
Why should they not? Athletics develop one mentally and
physically. They cultivate a spirit of firnmess, of self-restraint,
and of plucky resistance. The}^ require a clear, cool head, and a
quick, accurate judgment. In view of these facts, they have always been
encouraged in every possible way by the College authorities. The College offers
a pretty cup each year to the tennis club that wins in the Tennis Tournament,
and a similar one to the class which exhibits the best results at the Field Day
exercises. The playing of tennis is not confined to the tennis clubs, but nearly
all the girls play every day, simply for the amusement it affords. Special inter-
est is taken in the basketball games, and each class has its team. The first
game is played the last of March between the Freshmen and Specials, the
winning team playing the Sophomores. The successful one plays the team
winning in the contest between the Juniors and Seniors. The champion team is
then awarded the handsome Winthrop College banner, which it holds, with all
the glory accorded such a brilliant victory, until the next basketball season,
when the same order of contests takes place. This banner of garnet and gold
is the height of the athletic ambition of a Winthrop girl.
Every Thanksgiving marks an epoch in our athletic program, for it is
then that we have our annual game of baseball, which is played between the
Sci\iors and Freshmen on one side, and the Sophomores and Juniors on the other.
Some of the girls like bowling, and have the advantage of a well-equipped bowl-
ing alley on the back campus. Others enjoy volley-ball and have formed
teams, which have become very proficient players. Others manifest great inter-
est in tetherball.
Field Day exercises show better the character of athletics at Winthrop thai;
an V other feature of the year. The best athletes from all the classes are selected
and physical culture teachers from other colleges are invited to act as judges.
Besides the regular gymnastic drills, we have such games as sack races, relay
races, peanut contests, potato races, and the twenty-yard dash. The class
winning in the contests on this day is awarded a handsome cup by the College.
"By sports like these are all our cares beguiled."
Besides affording a great source of amusement, the games serve as a profit-
able recreation and relaxation after close application to our books. They
preserve and strengthen and give us all-round development. And for these
reasons, we are glad to see interest in athletics growing each year.
[102]
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Manager—Lystx Riley
Captain—Minnie Hewitt
Forward—Minnie Hewitt
Field—Mahy Gaillard
Guard—Bess Lane
Forward—Mary Reynolds
Field—Selma Parrish
Guard—Sallie Anderson
Center Field—Ethel Coleman
fdl
Who is to be
Who is to be
Who is to be
The pride of the State?
The haughty grad
The haughty grad
The haughty grad
Of 1908!
(Home, Sweet Home)
Poor little Juniors, you surely will be blue
When the Seniors finish playing this last
game with you.
(Abraham, Jefferson, Washington, Lee)
Frisky young Juniors, you needn't
scream.
You can't beat the Green and the Cream.
Lesson plans and model don't kill all the
life,
Dat's what we gwine to show you in this
here strife,
'Kase we done decided dat we gwine to
beat.
So you might as well go and take a back
seat;
So, giddy and frisky young Juniors, don't
you see
That you ain't gwine to win no game out
of we
!
Rah, rah, the Seniors, Seniors,
Rah, rah, the Seniors, Seniors,
Rah, rah, the Seniors,
Rah, rat, rah!
®^am0fl9n9
Manager—Loha Clements
Captain—Evelina Fickling
Forward— Nell Jones Guard—Evelina Fickling Field—Jennie Oates
Field—Martha McAlpine Forward—Kate Edwards Oiiard—Kate Lenoir
Center Field—Mary Lathan
ffU
Who can be finer?
Who can outshine her?
The merry Naught Niner
Of Winthrop
!
0nng
The Garnet and the Black will play
The Green and Cream at hall today,
And though we've had the toughest luck
We have not lost a grain of pluck;
We know we've got the finest team
That ever played the Green and Cream,
And the way we'll win will be a sin,
So rah for the Junior team.
All up and down the field
The Juniors you will see;
Where'er the ball will go
The Juniors there will be.
Just watch them how they play;
Now ain't they crack-a-jack?
They're the victors of the day,
The Garnet and the Black.
^i
®ram>f 1910
Manager—Emma Thomson
Capiain—Georgia Marshall
Right Forward—Fredrica Lindsay
Left Forward—Mary Carlson
Right Guard—Georgia Marshall
Left Guard—Edith Porter
Right Field—Frances Stribling
Left Field—Eva Mayfield
Center Field—Ruth Coleman
HpU
Boom-a-lacka ! Booni-a-lacka
!
Wow ! Wow
!
Chic-a-lac'ka ! Chic-a-lacka
!
Chow ! Chow
!
Hurrah ! Hirrah ! Yell it again !
For we are the Class of 1910.
Bow
!
Chow
!
#ong
Here's a rah ! rah ! rah
With a spirit true,
For the gallant team
Of the Gold and Blue.
And a rah ! rail ! rah !
And a ray ! ray ! ray
For the Sophomore team
Will win the day.
So yap ! yap ! yap !
And yow ! yow ! yow !
If you want to win,
We'll show you how;
So rah ! rah ! rah !
Is what we say.
For the Blue and the Gold.
[105]
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Manager—Olive Walker Cajjtain—Wehme Gavij^-
R't<lht Forward—Essie Lopez Right Guard—Wehme Gavin Left Field—Nax Fletcher
Bight Field—LovjsE Pahhott Left Fonoard—Maud Raysor Left G-'HarcZ— Lallah Wyman
Ceiifer Field—Nell Watkins
Winthroj) Specials are all the go,
That's what we are, ho ! lio ! ho !
(Tune: 'Tis Gratitude)
Look Winthrop girls
!
That's playing some— Look Winthrop girls!
That's pla3ing some— That's playing some—
You, maybe, call it luck. That's playing some—
But, anyway, you see— We'll beat those Fresh so bad today
We get the ball and put it That they won't rise again.
Where it ought to be.

f. W. (&. A. (SabttiPt
President—Estelle Beck
Vice-President—Ethel Couxts
Secretary—Sadie Lesley
Treasurer—Nax Rogers
Journal Editor—Virgijtia Truesdale
Annual Editor—Abbie Bryan
Chairman Social Committee Miss Lora B. Able
Chairm,an Bible Study Committee Nan Bahxeti'
Chairman Mission Study Committee Mary Lemmox
Chairman Intercollegiate Committee Arrie Stuckey
ChairmMn Devotional Committee Olie Adams
Chairman Building Fund Committee Susie Hendersok
Chairman Social Settlement Committee
. Annie Davis
Chairman Athletic Committee Nell Jones
General Secretary Miss Pauline Lide
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SK if you will what is the most important organization in College,
and the answer will ring out loud and clear, the Young Women's
Christian Association. This year we feel that our work has been
unusually successful. Each committee gives encouraging reports.
From the Membership Committee we learn that of the four hundred and forty
girls in the dormitories four hundred and twentj'-one are members of the Young
Women's Christian Association, and we hope that our next canvass will gain for
us the remaining number. Our financial affairs are in good condition. The
girls have been prompt in paying their dues, and have given liberally to the
needs of the Association. These reports show an improvement over last year's
work.
The large attendance upon the morning watch meetings and the Wednesday
evening prayer-meetings shows a deepened interest in the spiritual life of the
school, and is an encouraging reward for the united efforts and prayers of the
Devotional Committee. We have two hundred girls in our Bible Study classes
and two hundred in our Mission Study classes. Our enrollment of students in
these classes is very little larger than that of last year, but we feel that a greater
interest is taken in the work. This year the Missionary Committee has adopted
the stamp system as a means of increasing its funds. The girls are asked to put
aside one two-cent stamp each week, and these stamps are collected at regular
intervals. The Social Settlement Committee is laboring to accomplish much
substantial good in one of the factory districts, by conducting religious exercises
there on the Sabbath, and by a Social Saturday Evening Club. The reports
from these committees tell of the spiritual work of the Association.
The Building Fund Committee is laboring faithfully, and its successful
efforts are steadily shortening the distance between us and our thirty thousand-
dollar Y. W. C. A. Hall.
We are proud of the position that our College takes in regard to athletics,
a part of which is under the management of the Association. We have delight-
ful recollection of our last year Field Day sports, and we look forward to that
occasion this year with intense interest and pleasure.
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The Intercollegiate Committee, by selling Christmas presents, College calen-
dars, and in other Mays, is trying to make money to send a large number of
delegates to the Asheville Conference, and is kept busy performing its many
duties.
In order that the old girls may keep in touch with our work, a departmejit
in tlie College Journal is given to the Association, and is edited by a member of
the Cabinet.
We are all impressed with the zeal and activity of the Social Committee.
It is constantly finding out new ways of breaking in upon the steady routine of
school life and provides for us delightful occasions of mirth and laughter. Sev-
eral birthday parties have already been given, and before the school term is over
each girl in College will have enjoyed a pleasant hour planned for her by the
Social Committee.
Through the influence of the Advisory Board a "Colonial Entertainment"
was given at the College, from which we realized much pleasure and a consider-
able sum of money.
Realizing the dignity of so large an Association as ours, we felt the need
of Association stationery, and we have laid in our first supply. The dignity of
the Association was also shown by tlie fact that it was well represented in the
exhibit which Winthrop sent to the State Fair.
Our greatest cause for thankfulness, perhaps, is that we were so fortunate
as to have the State Convention of the Carolinas meet in Rock Hill this year.
We can not speak of the great spiritual good derived from this convention, for
it is too deep down in our hearts, but it has left its lasting impress and will
show itself in the lives and conduct of those who partook of its benefits. We
felt it a great privilege to have with us on this occasion the Rev. Plato Durham,
of Charlotte, and the Rev. Dunbar Ogden, of Knoxville, whose addresses were
most inspiring. We also enjoyed delightful talks by Miss Guitner, from Ceylon,
and INIisses Long and Clark, from New York.
Socially, the convention was a great success. Our College President is
always in hearty sympathy with our work, but at this time especially did he help
us. At his suggestion the College and our Association gave a reception to the
delegates and their hostesses. We feel very grateful to the town people for
having opened their homes to our guests and for having so generously helped us
in the entertainment of this large delegation.
But the good accomplished did not end with the close of the convention.
The town people have become more interested in our M'ork. Our own College
girls have a clearer idea of the meaning and purpose of this organization and
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they feel more keenly the opportunities and responsibilities resting upon them
as members of this Christian sisterhood. Those girls who came here from all
over the Carolinas will carry back to their colleges new ideas and inspirations
which will mean much toward the upbuilding and strengthening of various
branches of this work. And so we feel that the good results are spreading and
that much will be accomplished for the Master througli the noble efforts of our
Young Women's Christian Association.
The Trustees and other College officials have helped us with their friendly
aid and interest. We are indebted to them for having with us again this year
our Resident Secretary, without whose untiring service we could never have
reached so prosperous a condition.
In looking back over the work of the year we see that God has been good
;
we see His gracious answer to our feeble and unworthy supplications ; we see that
our efforts are of no value except when blessed by Him, and we understand that
"Paul may plant and Apollos water, but God nmst give the increase." With
this review of what has been done, we get a glimpse of brighter prospects for
the future and, realizing the mercy of God, in one grand triumphant unison we
rise and repeat our Association motto : "Not bi/ might nor hy power, hut bij My
Spirit, saith the Lord of Hosts." Y. W. C. A. Editor.
[Ill]
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President IMinnie Hewitt
Vice-President Bessie Lane
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Recording Secretary jNIary Hough
Treasurer Edna Barre
Executive Committee
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President Mary L. Reynolds
Vice-President ]\Iazie E. Wakefield
Corresponding Secretary Adelaide Harper
Recording Secretary Susie Hill
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Executive Committee
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Vice-President Daisy Neal
Corresponding Secretary Sarah Lesley
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Treasurer Edna Barre
Executive Committee
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ilTtrat alfrm
October 13, 1907.
Subject : Fairy Tales
I. Vocal Solo.
II. Some Familiar Writers of Fairy Tales.
III. Selection from Alice in Wonderland.
lA". Selection from Laboulaye's Fair^^ Book.
V. Instrumental Duct.
VI. Selection from History of Tom Thumb.
VII. An Original Fairy Story.
VIII. Vocal Quartette.
IX. Critic's Report.
February 8, 1908.
Subject: Shakespeare in the Development of the Drama
I. Instrumental Solo.
II. Life of Shakespeare.
III. Paper on The Merchant of Venice.
IV. Selection from The Merchant of Venice.
V. Vocal Solo.
VI. Critic's Report.
April 11, 1908
Subject : Scotch and Irish Literature
I. Instrumental Duet.
II. The Land of Heather and The Isle of Shamrock.
III. Reading : "The Lovers," from The Little Minister—Barrie.
IV. Reading : Scotch and Irish Poems
:
Rory O' Moore
I love my Jean.
V. Vocal Solo: Scotch Song.
VI. Reading: "The Grid-Iron," from Handy Andy.
VII. Vocal Quartette : Blue Bells of Scotland.
VIII. Critic's Report.
'S THE author has said before, the decision of the princess was reached
onl}' after agonizing dehberation. Now, if the princess had been
wholly civilized she would doubtless have reasoned differently, but,
remember, she had a strong barbaric element. It seemed perfectly
plain to her that if her lover loved her with all the zeal he professed, he would
certainly prefer death to being married to any other woman. At the same time,
if he did not love her to this extent, then he was undoubtedly the greatest of
impostors and fully deserved to be eaten by the tiger.
Of course she might have reasoned that, as she had undoubtedly lost him
herself, the best plan would be to give him his life, thus showing her devotion ;
but, then, if he really loved her he did not want life under such circumstances, and
if he did not, then, as we have said before, he richly deserved his bloody fate.
She came to this final decision a few days before the trial. But meanwhile
other events were happening of which she as yet knew nothing. Now the young
lady of whom she was so jealous had been greatly misjudged. Instead of admir-
ing the lover of the princess she was head over heels in love with the princess' omii
brother. He had found out that his own beloved was the chosen lady, and was
consequently plunged into the deepest distress.
As he was out walking one evening he happened to pass the house M'here the
tigers were kept. Great was his astonishment on entering to see an African
slave standing inside the cage of one of the fiercest, hungriest tigers, while this
same fierce tiger was at present crouching in a corner of the cage. A crowd of
bystanders were enjoying the spectacle. The prince waited until tlie rest had
gone, and then promised the slave liberty and restoration to his native land if he
would only tell in what manner he had charmed the tiger ; on the other hand, if
he did not tell, the prince promised that his head should come off immediately.
Under such pressure the slave soon revealed that he possessed a liquid made
from an African plant, so poisonous that even the wild beasts shunned its odor.
So, by anointing himself with only one or two drops of this mixture, he was able
to keep at arm's length the fiercest beast.
When the prince heard this he procured a few drops of it and hastened to
the prison. The jailer was soon bribed into letting the prince see his prisoner.
After condoling some time with the prisoner over his hard fate, the prince gave
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him a parting embrace, and in so doing contrived to pour some of the precious
fluid on the prisoner's clothes. He then hastened to his sister and told her the
true state of affairs. The princess was greatly moved, and, though only the
minute before she had hated the chosen lady with all her barbaric heart, she now
become tenderly attached to her prospective sister-in-law.
So, on the eventful day when the princess motioned to the right and the
youth so unhesitatingly obeyed, a ravenous tiger suddenly burst forth, but
instead of pouncing on his prey the tiger suddenly put his tail between his legs
and slunk off to the farthest corner.
At this there was a great yell from the audience. According to the most
unchangeable law, the lover could neither be drowned nor married.
But was he an innocent whom heaven was protecting? And should he win
at last the hand of the princess.^ Or was he an evil spirit wliom even the wild
beasts shunned.^ In this case, he should certainly be burned at the stake.
Neither the prince nor the slave dared tell his part in the transaction, as each
doubtless would have been summarily disposed of. What the king decided to do
I leave you to imagine.
[117]
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Jftrst ®prm
October 26, 1907
Subject: Debate
I. Vocal Solo.
II. Resolved, That the execution of Charles I. was justifiable.
III. Instrumental Solo.
IV. Decision of Judges.
V. Reporter's Paper.
VI. Qui Vive.
^rronb Qlprm
Februaky 1, 1908
Subject: French NoveVvsts {Wciov Yingo)
I. Life of Victor Hugo.
II. Vocal Solo.
III. Hugo as a Novelist.
IV. Selection from Les Miserables.
V. Instrumental Solo.
VI. Selection from Les Miserables.
MI. Vocal Duet.
VIII. Reporter's Paper.
IX. Qui Vive.
Sllirb alprm
April 18, 1908
Subject: English Essayists (Charles Lamb)
I. Life of Charles Lamb.
II. Lamb's "Best Gift to the World." -
HI. Instrumental Solo.
IV. Reading : "A Dissertation on Roast Pig."
V. Vocal Solo.
VI. Reading: "Dream Children."
VII. Recitation : "The Old Familiar Faces."
ATII. Reporter's Paper.
IX. Qui Vive.
\
\
g>0krtinnH from ti\t (fm T^xm
The teachers object to our telhng of jokes
Whose points fall on them
—
Thej are such superior folks.
But if we can't tell jokes on superior folks
You see we can't tell superior jokes.
P— S— : "Isn't that drawing good.^"
M— C— : "Yes ; wouldn't it look fine done in waterworks ?"
Miss M— : "Child, rub that table with the grain of the wood."
M— E— : "You didn't give me any grain to rub it with."
O— L— (in candy store) : "I Avant some chocolate caramels."
Dealer : "How much do you want .^"
O— : "I want enough. How much will that come to.^"
L— R— (at the Infirmary) : "Dr. B
—
, I want something for my appetite.
I eat heartily for half an hour when suddenly my appetite fails me and I can't
eat another thing."
K— D— (in Model School) : '"Now I have an impression in my head.
Can any of you tell me what an impression is.^"
Pupil : "Yes'm ; an impression is a dent in a soft spot."
Merry little jonquil
With its cup of gold
;
Darling little Fresliman
Forgets what's she's been told
Naughty little hand slips out
To pluck the lovely flower;
Deep bass voice of masculine
Calls suddenly with power.
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Off darts the little maid, . .
That startled little dove
;
Loud laughs the bassy voice
From window just above.
Frightened is the little maid,
She vows she'll never again
Those shrubbery rules dare disobey,
She's scared of that old man.
]\Iiss D— : "Mr. M— , how would ycu punctuate this sentence: 'Marv is a
pretty girl she is walking on the campus.^' "
Mr. M— : "I'd make a dash after prett}? girl."
S
— C— (studying Geology): "What does it mean, Annie, by an element
being in the free state.''"
A
— C— : "Oh, goose, haven't you ever heard of the Kongo Free State.''"
Why is Winthrop like a garden?
That you can not guess, I ween ;
'Cause she has so much about her
That is always fresh and green.
F is for flowers, red, white and blue.
R is for the ''rushes" we send them to. • ' '
E is for eating—Oh, me ! Oh, my !
S is for skiddooing ; teachers are nigh.
^^
H is for Huylers', with which we have fun.
J\I is for man
—
just watch us run.
A is for apples, we have once a week.
N is for nonsense which all of us seek.
F—R—E—S—H—:\I—A—
N
That is the way to spell Freshman.
Here's to the health of reports
;
May they soar as high as the stars,
With never a three
To grieve you or me.
And our dear Ma's and Pa's.
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Miss E— : "Tell me, Miss B
—
, some of the important things that happened
in 1492?
Miss B— : "Columbus sailed; Washington crossed the Delaware; the Dec-
laration of Independence was signed, and South Carolina seceded."
Oh, spicy wit,
So clearly fit
To make the people roar
;
You've quite bereft us
;
You've gone and left us
—
We miss you more and more.
Oh, spicy wit,
I hate to sit
And think of time so fleeting;
^lay you rest in peace
In your decease
Till our next regular meeting.
What is memory? It is that feeling which comes over members of the
society when the editors read some of their original jokes.
It
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®Ij0 Wintlirup Qlnlkg^ QII]aptrr oft\}t M. i. (D.
S THE years go by and we are borne away from the trying times of
"tlie war" by the ceaseless and busy stream of modern hfe, there
comes the danger that the younger generation may forget the noble
purpose and tlie brave deeds of our Confederate soldiers. We
would not have a spirit of enmity continue in the hearts of the people, but we
are anxious that they, and especially the boys and girls, should not forget that
our fathers and grandfathers stood for a purpose—their rights. Herein we
find the purpose of the organization of the "United Sons of Confederate Vet-
erans" and the "United Daughters of the Confederacy." These organizations
are doing a fine work by perpetuating the memory of those who fought and
suffered.
The students of Winthrop College are glad that they can join in this united
movement of "The Daughters of the Confederacy ;" and they trust that in this,
the only college chapter, they may be able to do their part in a noble cause.
They realize that their part must be limited in a way ; but they work with no
less determination to make their influence felt. They feel that if they arouse
the interest, and enlist the sympathy of their fellow-students they have done no
small service, for it is the motto of the college girl "to pass on the good things
she receives."
The chapter has planned this year to enlarge its work. In previous years
the members have felt the need of more meetings for literary work in Confederate
history, story and song. Heretofore we have had only two meetings of this kind,
and at these an invited speaker has taken the principal part. These meetings
have done nmch good, for they reach the whole student-body ; and it is not the
purpose to discontinue them. The chapter feels, however, that it would increase
the interest and add strength to the work if a programme of a literary nature, in
which the members take part, were regularly carried out. This is to be done in
three regular meetings, arranged by the Executive Committee. The following
programme was found very interesting:
1. The Secession of South Carolina.
2. Recitation : "The Rebel Yell."
3. Song : "The Bonnie Blue Flag."
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4. "The Work of the United Daughters of the Confederacy."
5. Recitation: "The Old Johnnie's Letter."
On Lee's birthday, in January, 1907, we had CoL A. Coward with us, and
he gave some very interesting personal reminiscences of service in Virginia.
In October, of that year. Col. W. W. Lumpkin was the speaker at the public
meeting. Another feature to be undertaken this year is a social evening for
the members.
It has been suggested that an important and helpful line of work for our
College chapter might be the establishing of a museum. This seems an excellent
plan, as it would thus be possible to preserve some interesting relics which might
otherwise be lost.
We ever strive to do more in what we attempt, and we hope that as our
chapter of the "United Daughters of the Confederacy" goes on, she may continue
to increase, not only in numbers, but in power and achievement.
U. D. C. Editor.
:i27]
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President Sadie Lesley
Vice-President Isadora Williams
Secretary jMazie Wakefield
Treasurer Nan Rogers
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§rl|nol Smj^rotr^m^ttt AaBoriatton
^*>4^^^^HE D. B. Johnson School Improvement Association was organized for
m C^\ ^he purpose of getting the Winthrop girls interested in school
^L \ improvement while they are still in college, so that they may do more
^^^^^ effective work in that line when they go out as teachers. The
association began with a few members, but it has been steadily growing until
now it has a membership of about one hundred. It is a young organization, but
it has already done a good work. Committees have been appointed to select lists
of books for school libraries ; plants for school grounds, with directions for
growing them ; pictures for school rooms ; and plays and dialogues for school
entertainments. These lists are to be printed and distributed among the rural
schools of the State.
Miss Mary T. Nance, President of the State School Improvement Associa-
tion, offers a medal each year to the member of the association who writes the
best essay on rural schools. This medal is awarded at Commencement. Our
association offers a medal each year to the woman who organizes the greatest
number of associations in the State, and who brings about the greatest improve-
ment through these associations. This medal is to be awarded at the annual
meeting of the State Association, in December.
Our association holds regular meetings twice a month. At these meetings
we sometimes have talks on school improvement by people interested in this work.
At other times we discuss the needs of country schools and ways to meet these
needs. Thus we have succeeded in getting Winthrop girls interested in the great
work of school improvement that is now being carried on in our State by Miss
Nance and her fellow-workers.
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Sara V. Furman—Editor-in-Chief
Edith Oliver—Literary Editor
Elizabeth Burton—Exchange Editor
Nellie Watkins—Asst. Bus. Manager
Mazie Wakefield—Business Manager
Sarah Lesley—Literary Editor
Mary L. Reynolds—Exchange Editor
Bessie Lane—Local Editor
Virginia Truesdale—Y. W. C. A. Editor
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Nancy E. Baknett, Chief, '08 Susie Henderson, '08
Kate Tennent, '09 Hortense Rogers, '09
Lucia Hughey, '09 Annie Davis, '09
Clara Barre, '09 Neele Jones, '09
Mary Bateman, '09 Nellie Watkins, '09
Olie Adams, '09 Kate Hunter, '09
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Motto : Resolved, That xee zfill mix work and fun together,
and have no conditions in the way
Time ok Meeting: When the clock strikes twenty-three
Place of Meeting: In the attic
UlinnbprB
Milwek Davis Hope Gkegory
Irma Duckett Ethel Joy
Gladys Barksdale Lillian Jaeger
JosiE Pratt Fannie Nixon
Margaret Ross ' Ettie Creighton
.
,
Kathleen Minus
L1J35;
President—Carrie Kilgore
Color : Green
mpmbpra
May Dacus
JiMMIE BrITTON
Justine Sanders
Dell Kilgore
Wehme Gavin
May Belle Cooner
Louise Harris
Helen Lathrop
Kate Wright
Mamie Tolbert
Ollie Louis
Hilda Weathers
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MoTO : "What need we any spur hut our own causef'—Julius Caesar.
Favorite Tragedy: "Hamlet" Favorite History: "Henry IV."
Favorite Comedy : "As You Like It."
iRoU(CaU
Miss Wysor : "The play's the thing."
EsTELLE Beck: "I thank you for your company; but, good faith, I had as lief
have been myself alone."
Ethel Counts : "O, woe is me !"
Ella Dantzler : "What was I about to say.^ By Mars, I was about to say
something."
Alberta Barnett ; * * * "I am Sir Oracle, and when I ope my lips, let no
dog bark."
Mary Bradham: "Not in love neither.^ Then let's say you're sad because
you're not merry."
Roberta Bradley : "Why what a madcap hath heaven sent us here !"
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®hp ©rnn^^an
Colors : Red and Black Motto : Sittokv the Peace Pipe
lUpinbpra
Hklex Fant—Big Chief Oconee
Gertrude Biemann—Chief Tutee
Lily Watson—Chief Tomassce
Irene Strother—Yuuns; Brave Cuiiee
Frances Stribling—Cheohee
]\Iargaret Morrison—Gold Cloud
Eleanor Keys—Issequena
Bertrandt Perritt—Papoose
Purpose : To Bury tlie Tomaliawk
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©rrpairlinrpau (Srrntan Qllub
Motto: "0/^ witJi the dance!
Let joy he toiconfined'"
Colors : Crimson and Cream Flower : The Red, Red Rose
M. Moore—President S. V. Furman—Vice-President
S. B. Farrihh— iSecretdry and Treasurer
E. Coleman jM. C. Cartwright L. Weyman
M. L. Reynolds M. S. Bruxson M. J. Thorpe
F. LixDSAY A. li. Johnston E. M. Bz^^rnwell
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President—Hallie Kirven
Vice-Fresiden
t
—Daisy Neal
Secretary—Nell Watkins
Treasurer—Jessie Rivees
Annie Lee Abbott
Daisy Neal
Loula Derham
Nell Watkins
Color : Nile Green
Jessie Rivers
LuciLE Randle
Lora Clement
Edith Parrott
L tiLLAH Wyman
Annie Crosland
Rives I^ang
Hallie Kirven
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Aprons
Motto : Work, play and company
Object : A little work,
A little fun
;
A ci'OAvd of girls,
The work is done.
Colors: Blue and White Flowek : Heart's-Ease
Apron-m-Cliief—Dais y Bur gess
Assistant Apron-in-Chief—Gracie Briggs
Kpvmm
Elizabeth Willcox
Louise Murray
Margaret Lawrence
Bess Evans
Julia B. Brown
SiLEMA Lawrence
CoLYNE Phillips
Zella Scarborough
Louise Yeadon
May Wilson
Abbie Dukes Bryan
Margaret Louise Bryan
Louise D. Carson
Emma Nettles
Eva Mayfield
IjILlian Gandy
Helen Woods
Cornelia Wii>ds
Loretta McKain
i^\y\XM of fork
F irst Speaker-—Marie Moore Second Speaker—-Wixxie D. Crawford
Clerk—jNIary C. Carta\'eight
Flower: White Rose
Purpose : To get the best of tlie oth er House
iMpmbprs
M.KKY Walker ' Carrie C ARTWRIGHT
LIVE Walker Fredrica Lixdsay
Margaret jNIoore Kate Huxter
Helex Lowry Bessie Pegram
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First Speaker—Callie Sowell Secojtd Speaker—Janie Craig
Clerk—Perrine Stover
Flower : Red Rose
Purpose: To uproot tlie White Rose
Mildred Cunningham Annette Stover
Margaret Williamson Julia Gregory
Pearle McManus Jessie Porter
Celeste Cauthen Hope Gregory
®l|? fl^asaitt MillH (Hmh
"Our pleasant Willy; ah, he is dead of late"
Romeo
Juliet
H amlet
Ophelia
Bassinio
Portia
Ferdinand
Marinda
Touchstone
A ndrey
Orlando
Rosalind
Julia Bell Brown
Olie Adams
Nan Barnett
Annie Lee Abbott
Akkie Sttjckey
Pleasant Willy Mary Lemmon
jNIiss Wysor Esca Banks
Edith Parrott
Clarabell Williams
Genie Lemmon
Abbie Bryan
Sadie Bowers
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1^
President—Star Singer Vice-President—Star English
Secretary—Star Psychology
Goal: Double Stars Colors: Silvei- and Blue
Motto : Shine on, hriglit stars, shine on
Star Model Cornelia Barton
Star Singer Hannah Barton
Star English Elise Cudworth
Star Horticulture Ella Dantzler
Star History Quinette Dantzler
Star Science Alma Davis
Star Drawing Ruth Dibble
Star Music Clara Gibson
Star Sewing Wehme Gaa'in
Star Kindergarten Dell Kilgore
Star Psychology Mary Lathan
Star Cooking Elberta Sease
Star Physics Irene Prince
Star "Math." Willie Wyse
Aim : To stop all "rushing"
-^ ~^ Color : Red and White
(§f[uns
President—Julia Gregory Vice-President—Peaele McMaxus
Secretary and Treasurer—Loi'ise Oakes
Mtmbtrs
AxxiK Crosslaxd ' LonsE Guy
Hope Gregory Louise Murphy
Norma McNair Kate Dickert
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5fut (Erark^rs
Colors: Nut Brown and "Nigger Tee" Cream
Passwokd: Eat 'Em Up Time of Meeting: Any Old Time
Motto: Crack, eat, and be merry, for tomorroic we may flunk
President Eva Hite Biggest Eater
Vice-President Margaret Baieey Best Cracker
Secretary Maude Farr Best Cheater
Treasurer Ernestine Barre Best Stealer
Executive Committee
Gladys Able Goodies
Winnie Fitts Chinquapin
Eoline Inabinet Any Kind
Lucy Riser Two-Seeded Pindar
Eunice Wessinger Cocoanut
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3l}e S>d|nfll for S>ranial
Object : To Promote Good Feclinsf
'C0T.0RS: Purple and Gold Flower: Violet
Sfhool Mistress Justine Sanders
Debaters Louise Harris, Jimmie Britton
Favorite Pupil Susie Mae Burgess
Promising Pupils Hattie Ploavden, Carrie Reaves, Mitylene Brown
Jtester Pearle Montgomery
Day Dreamer Esther Gordon
Dunces Leila Burgess, Annie Lou Irby
Monitor Netta Corbett
Janitor Mamie Blackwell
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A Srurrg
X T IS twilight on tne campus;Musing, all alone, I stand.Dreaming, wnile tne summer darkness
boitly settles o er tne land.
Far benind me lignts are gleaming
From a hundred windows Drignt,
And tne nappy girlnood laugnter
Floats away into tne nignt.
But my neart is sad and neavy
Witn the tnougnt of -what must be.
And my eyes grow dim. dear Wintnrop.
As I say good-Dye to tnee.
1 am leaving tnee forever;
Careless scnoolgirl days are past.
But tne lessons tnou nast taught me
Are the lessons that ^vlll last.
Honor, heauty. strength and goodness
Thou hast stood for m thy might.
Ever leading all thy children
Xo the choice of what is right.
Alma Mater! grand old Winthrop!
This my constant prayer shall be,
"May I as the years roll onward
Ever faithful prove to thee!
— Tillie Waters. '08
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Jffnr (Etrrlg a §ak^
^^^^^^HE TWILIGHT in the old music room was unbroken except by the
m C^\ blazing fire on the wide old-l'ashioned hearth. Flickering lights and
^L J shadows played over the shining instruments, and touched with
^^fc^^ loving warmth the little figure thrown in an abandonment of grief
on the soft rug before the fire. For an hour or more she had lain there, sobbing
exhaustedly. But gradually the sobs grew quieter. They finally ceased alto-
gethei', and she slept sweetly.
The door at the farther end of the room opened softly and a boy of fourteen
or thereabouts stole noiselessly to the fire and knelt beside the prostrate figure.
Tenderly he lifted the damp, golden curls and kissed the flushed, dimpled cheek.
She stirred in her sleep, then awoke with a start.
"Oh, Nick !" she said, with a sob shaking the sweet voice. "Oh, Nick ! I
thought you were the master coming to tell me I might play in the concert
after all."
"He isn't going to let you play. Cicely.'^" cried Nick, anger blazing in the
dark eyes.
"No," catching her breath sharply. "He says I haven't any talent at
all. It's only wasting time for me to take. And he says that after this month
he will not teach me any more."
Nick sprang to his feet. "He shall teach you. Do you hear.'' Fle shall.
Father said you had the touch and ear of a genius, and father knew."
Cicely smiled sadly. "Daddy was partial, Nick. He always thought I did
everything just right."
"And so you do," cried Nick, dropping beside her again and pulling the
fair little head to his shoulder.
"But, Cicely, you don't play for the master as you do for me. You get
frightened. If you would play for him as you did last night he would have
no more doubt."
Cicely put lier arms around Nick and kissed him fondly. "I love you,
Nick. That's the reason I can play for you."
"Well, next time you play for the master just imagine you are playing for
me, and you will do beautifully. Play for me now," pleadingly.
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Cicely brought her viohn to the Hght and was tuning it, when a sudden
thought struck her.
"Nick, are you going to play in the concert? What did the master say?"
Nick, who was playing some sweet, idle thing at the piano, struck a discord.
"Why did you ask me?" he said, quickly. "But
—
yes, I am going to play."
"But what did he say?" asked Cicely, impatiently. "And what are you
going to play?"
"I am going to play 'Misere,' and he said I had my father's touch."
There was an instant's silence in the dim, sweet room, then Cicely went to
him, loyally.
"How beautiful, Nick!" she said, with just the slightest quiver in her voice,
and the little hand on his neck also trembled sHghtly. 'How beautiful!" she
repeated; then—"I don't believe I want to play tonight, Nick. 1 am tired.
Let's talk about daddy."
It was the night of the great concert. The immense building was crowded
to the doors, for tonight the wonderful young violinist. Master Nicholas Carew,
was to make his first appearance before the public. In the first row sat Cicely,
sad-faced and wistful. She did not envy Nick, but oh! she wanted to play so.
Back of tlie curtain the master gave orders in a sharp, impatient voice.
Then the curtain rose, and Cicely settled herself to wait till Nick came.
It was during the first number that one of the performers hurried to the
master and said that Nicholas wished to see liim, and added the information that
Nick seemed very sick.
When the master reached him Nick looked sick indeed. His voice trembled
slightly as he told the master he was not able to play, and begged him to put
Cicely in his place. For a long while the master refused, but at last gave in
;
and as Nick took his seat far in the rear of the building he saw a small figure
follow one of the ushers through a side door. The master came out and told
the audience of Nick's inability to play, and announced that Mistress Cicely
Carew, his sister, would play in his stead.
And then the door opened and Cicely went to the front of the stage. The
blue eyes were dark with excitement, and something else besides ; the beautiful
little face was flushed, and the wonderful golden curls were slightly tumbled.
She was so little and delicate, and so wondrously pretty.
A sudden pity stirred the great audience for the little orphan girl, and then
she began to play, softly at first, like a little shy violet feeling its way up
through the snow and leaves, then, as she thought of Nick, she forgot the sea
of strange faces and threw her whole soul into the music. It sounded like rain
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dripping upon the roof, like the brook babbhng over httle pebbles with the sun
upon them, like the wind blowing through the flower-laden locusts, like the
swallows building their nests under the eaves.
When she had finished, a death-like silence reigned for an instant, then wild
applause rang out. In the back of the building a boy was sobbing passionately,
and behind the scenes the master sat with bowed head. "My God !" he panted
to himself, " 'tis the master's touch. That music ! That music !"
Late that night, as the children knelt for an instant before the fire in the
old music room, Cicely spoke softly.
"It was so wonderful, Nick. I thought of you and daddy, and so I could
play. And the master says we are both to play next time. He kissed me,
Nick."
Nick put his arm around her and drew her close. "That will be very nice,"
he said gently.
Cicely turned suddenly, and took his face in her little soft hands. "Nick !"
she cried; "oh, Nick! you were not sick. You did that for me.^ God bless you,
Nick."
And so Cicely played in the concert. Mary Harley, '11.
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n
OW dear to this heart are the scenes of old Winthrop,
Wlien fond recollections present them to view ;
The College, the campus, the light-spraying fountain.
And every loved spot that my College days knew.
The slow flowing creek, and the bridge which stood o'er it,
The pines and the oaks M'hich spread o'er the hill
;
The flower-filled greenhouse, the pond which lay near it.
And e'en the rude hick'ries, my memory fill.
The lofty old chapel: it was there we assembled
Each morning, so bright and resplendent with hope
;
The classes came next, and my heart often trembled
To think of the lessons with which we must cope.
The texts that we conned and the notebooks so many,
They come to me now in a vision again ;
The Brooke and the Milne, of all lessons, not any
I studied as hard, while at work in my den.
But lessons, though hard, did not cheat us of pleasure;
For labor once over, our hearts we unbent.
Both to students and teachers : Oh, friends that I treasure
!
How many gay moments together we spent
!
The blue days are done
—
just the bright ones remain;
For each loved spot is so dear to me now ;
I often have longed to see every class member.
And be at old Winthrop, dear Winthrop, again. —S. B., '08.
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A i^orni^t fi Nrat
"Look here, nigger, it's gittin' might nigh 'possum time,' said old West
Collins to his brother. Lev. "Them grapes on de branch 'tween Massa Charles'
and Massa Jim's is turnin', an' them 'simmons is a rip'ning right along."
*'I jis d'clar' I don't know whut 1 is a-goin' ter do, fer I ain't got no dog, an'
I ain't seed no prospects of a-gittin' one, neither," said Lev. "Is you got
ary one.^"'
"Yes, Lawd, I'se got the best 'possum dog in dis here country. I gin Jim
Jones a whole plug ob baccer fer him. He's a good 'un, dat he is."
"Well, West, s'pose I come by hure termorrer night, an' we'll go a huntin'.?"
"Dat jis suit me; I'se been a-wantin' ter go fer thur longest."
It was scarcely dark the next night when Lev climbed up the little path that
led to West's house.
"Is yer ready .^"
"Yes, jis ez soon ez I calls my dog and gits my hat."
They both started off down through the woods at a very quick pace, each
sure that he would get at least one 'possum that night. They had not gone very
far when West said to Lev: "Hush, he's a-treein' him right this minit." Now
they walked with still more speed, and scon reached the spot where Cash held his
post.
"I see him," said Lev ; "he's in the tip-top of dat hickory tree. An', West,
you know us clar fergot ter bring an ax."
"Whut you talkin' 'bout, Lev.^* I climbs fer my dog."
By this time West had off his coat and had started up the tree.
"Now yer look out, fer I'se gwine a-knock him down. Don't let Cash tear
him tei pieces."
When West reached the last limb he rolled up his sleeves, drew back his
arm, and struck with full force.
"Oh, Lordy ! Oh, Lordy !" was all West could say, as he fell from limb to
limb.
Lev, frightened by the cries of his brother, had fled, and poor West was left
the victim of all the hornets whose nest he had destroyed. E. T., '10.
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X
lltfisful (?) Anttnpattona
JM TO TEACH a week, they say, in the Model School,
And, oh ! my heart is shaking like the ripples on a pool
!
Been observing there for weeks to learn the teacher's part— .
I'm sure that I can act it, if I only get a start.
The first of all is reading time, and I'm supposed to try
To show those pupils how to '"speak"—and set the standard high.
But Seniors, Juniors, teachers, too, and all those kids will be
Sitting on those benches there a-gaping wide at me !
I'm not affrighted,
I'm not excited,
There's nothing they can do
;
I don't know why.
But somehow I
Just wish the thing was through !
I've studied all my lessons hard, my plans are written, too ;
And now—if I can only stand to tough that first one through
!
My friends all say I'll do it fine—they only hope that I
Will not get scared and lose my head when critics stern are nigh.
But I can't understand just why I feel so very queer.
And why I feel so shaky, since the day is really here.
My poor head seems all in a whirl—I seem to tremble so
;
I even wish that I'd be sick, so bad I couldn't go
!
I'm not affrighted,
I'm not excited.
But still I hate the rule
That makes them call
On me at all,
To teach in Model School
!
—B. F., '08.
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E\)t Mnmiini Ntrl l&mt
v
Y LESSONS finished, I wandered down among the flowers into the
rose-bower. There were roses everywhere; trailing on the ground
outside, chmbing over the bower within, nodding among the rich
green leaves above, only now and then letting a glimpse of the sky
peep through. The evening was drowsy, and the breezes, laden with the heavy
fragrance of Marechal Niels, seemed to lull one to dreams. As I gazed stead-
fastly on the beauty about me, the creamy tints of the roses gradually changed
into tiny golden stars, shining on the sweet, still earth beneath.
Suddenly, a bright one fell, and as it came nearer I saw, not a star of the
heavens, but a tiny creature, with silvery wings and long, golden hair flowing
about her. She stood silent a moment, then gaily whispered, "You are one of
the Class of 1908 !" She waved her wand three times, and I found myself
amidst numbers of little fairies.
Eighty-seven formed a ring around the center of a grassy plot. Then
each tiny creature cut off" a lock of her golden hair, blew her breath upon it, took
a few of the green spangles from her wings, and, with a good-luck charm, buried
it all in the ground. Joining hands they danced merrily about, singing most
joyfully all the while. Suddenly a vine burst into view—a vine of Marechal
Niel roses, cur class flower, one for each coming graduate.
"The flower for the Class of 1908!" exclaimed the fairy queen. "May
each member be successful in her life's calling, and may each girl go forth from
Winthrop a better, truer and nobler woman ! Happiness and good luck to the
Class of the Marechal Niel Rose, the Seniors of 1908 !"
Annie Visanska, '08.
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Q
A MaM flinlbgr (girl
E^'ER break a regulation, never tell a lie,
Never long to have vacation when exams, are nigh,
Always love to go to sections, love to go to bed.
Never nibble sweet confections when I am not fed.
Never want to run or whistle, for 'tis not polite
;
Always take a zero meekly when I can't recite
;
When I meet a Clemson student, never stop to talk
;
Never do a thing imprudent when I go to walk.
To my brother once was tender, will not be again ;
Never name the other gender, save to say eLmen.
You may gather from this data, just how good I be:
I'm as proud of Alma Mater as she is of me.
Cheer up, cheer up, my little girl.
Exams, will soon be o'er
;
Don't worry over getting threes
Or by some chance a four.
The lowest mark on your report
Will be a star, my pet
;
So, why waste time in worrying
O'er what you ne'er will get. —E. K. B., '07.
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A Bistt tn a irram iFnrtnrg
OH,
GIRLS, I had a vision last niglit v/hicli has made such an impres-
sion en me that I must tell you about it. Just as I was falling
asleep I felt the queerest sensation, as if I were falling or flying oif
into space. Suddenly a funny little man appeared, and said to me:
"My dear young lady, I am delighted to see you. I have been wanting to inter-
view some one from your world for a long time, but it is very hard to catch you
mortals just at the right moment. By tomorrow all you do and see tonight will
seem like a dream, but please do not forget it. It is a true dream—but let me
introduce myself, and tell you my business. I am the chief director of the
Dream Factory—Mr. Thoughtful."
"Pleased to meet you, Mr. Thoughtful," said I, with all the grace I could
summon.
"You see, we want you to help us in some work we are doing," said Mr.
Thoughtful. "It's an experiment, and we need your aid."
"What kind of work is it.-^" I asked. "I shall be glad to help you if I can."
"Come into the factory, and then I'll explain."
I was anxious to see all that was to be seen, so we entered. As soon as my
eyes became accustomed to the light,—a dreamy moonlight was over everything,
—I saw that there were three rows of desks, running from one end of the room
to the other. At each desk sat a little man, his head bowed in his hands, thinking
deeply. I noticed that those in the first row seemed very happy, while those in
the last seemed in terrible torture. The middle row had double seats, in which sat
two little fellows, and though no word passed between them, you could see that
they had the same thoughts. On their faces was that indescribable expression
one has only when one is thinking of the happiness of others.
From this room—the composition room, as Mr. Thoughtful told me later^—
-
we passed into another room. There the dream fairies were trimming, shaping
and compressing the dreams to make them more consistent with everyday life
;
for the dream fairies have their fantastic ideas sometimes, and spoil sensible
dreams with them. Mr. Thoughtful says they are very careful, yet at times
very curious dreams are given out.
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Then we went into a high, square room, with shelves on all four sides.
"This is the packing room," said he, as he ran nimbly up the ladder, and came
down with a bundle wrapped in black paper. "This is a dream. Can you tell
what kind it is.'"'
I looked, and soon the black paper became transparent. And what did I
see.'' The most awful looking snakes and lizards, skulls and coffins, all mixed
together, and wriggling and squirming. "A nightmare !" I exclaimed.
"Quite right," said he. "Isn't it an awful one.? We have a fine collection of
these. Now look at this one."
Like the other bundle, the cover, a delicate pink, became transparent. I
saw little angel faces, shadows of smiles, little fluttering white Mings ; and
seemed to hear the faintest, sweetest music, just as they must have in heaven.
"I am sure that must be the kind of dream that makes little babies smile in their
sleep !" "Yes ; and see, we have a whole shelf of these," said Mr. Thoughtful.
"They are constantly needed, and we can hardly supply the demand."
"These are what we call helpful dreams," he continued, handing me down
another one. "Look at this one, while I explain it. In this town lives a little
lame boy, and every day his mother puts him on his cot by the window and goes
off to work in the factory. From that window the poor little fellow sees nothing
but chimneys and roofs ; and all day he longs for the fresh, green country. In
this same town lives a lady who drives by every day to visit the grave of her
only child. Now, tonight I'll give her this dream about the little boy, and tomor-
row when she passes this house she'll lock up, because it will look so much like the
dream-house, and when she sees the pale little face she'll be sorry for him and
will want to help him. You see how it will all end, don't you.'^"
"How nice," said I. "I never knew before that dreams ever had any
meaning."
"What!" he exclaimed, "why, of course they do. A meaningless dream
has never left this factory with my knowledge. I know there are such dreams
dreamt sometimes, but, once for all, they weren't composed here. There are
many little dream factories,—shops one might call them,—all over dreamland,
and they do a great deal of harm, for they issue a cheaper grade of everything,
especially day-dreams and air-castles, to turn young people's heads. Do you
know that over half of our dreams are given to counteract the bad effect of
these spurious dreams.'^
"Now, this is where your help is needed. We know you girls at home, but
when you come up here and dress exactly alike, and live in the same kind of
rooms, we get you mixed up. If you will come in my office I will show you
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some special dreams I've prepared for the Winthrop girls. Now there are girls
at Winthrop who are continually late at bi'eakfast because they have their
rooms in disorder and can not find their belts, collars and ties, and I thought a
dream like this might correct that fault."
I peered closely at the little square package he gave me, and saw a room in
beautiful order, not a thing out of place : two shoes by the bed, toes out ; a fresh
shirtwaist, studs in, on a chair; a pitcher full of water; a bureau, with not a
thing inappropriate on it, collar and tie just where one's hand would expect to
^
find them when in a hurry. The bureau drawer had been left open, quite by ^l|
accident, I know, and it was a strange sight to be seen at Winthrop, for every-
thing was in perfect order. I heard a bell, the clock pointed to 7 :15, and in the
bed a maiden with ruddy locks began to yawn.
Then the scene changed. I saw the College dining-room, and this same
maiden, neatly dressed, in her place fully two minutes before the five minutes' bell
sounded.
"Send that to Martha Neal," I exclaimed. "I am sure if Martha gets a
vision of herself going to breakfast on time she will certainly think it pays to
be orderly. You might send a duplicate of that to Rives Lang."
Mr. Thoughtful then spoke of a great many Winthrop girls worriyng over
Model School, Geology and Mathematics ; and I thought I would send them a
dream showing the ill effects of worry.
"This is one I have prepared especially, and I can make it suit anyone vou
suggest," said he. I looked in and saw a nervous old woman, faded before her
time, and irritable, not about anything in particular, but everything in general.
Her hands were restless and nervous, and she did not seem able to think con-
secutively on any subject.
"Surely," I said to myself, "worry does not pay. Beecher was right ; it
isn't work that kills people, but worry. Send that as quick as you can to Mattie
Lesslie and Leila Walker."
Just then I waked, and my head was hanging out of the bed. Now you'll
say that was the cause of my strange sensation, but I'll always believe there is
such a place as a Dream Factory. E. G. R., '10.
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IMh Mamn
X THINK of you as a flower, dear,So sweet and fair thou art.But which of the many flowers that bloom
Shall I call you by to my heart?
The rose, with its beauty, carries thorns;
The lily, cold and fair,
Could scarcely merit the tender love . "
I feel for you, my dear.
The violet only, cf spi'ing's bright train.
With its pure and steadfast blue,
Its dainty perfume and graceful stem, - •
Bring to me thoughts of you. —L. D. C.
Little bits of trimming.
And a puff" and a frill,
Send through every Winthrop girl.
Oh, my ! such a thrill.
Stars are grand, ones are good
;
And twos are fine, I think
;
Threes are rather troublesome.
And fours are o'er the brink.
Girls may come -
And girls may go,
Yet Winthrop goes on moving;
And it is clear,
From all I hear.
It still keeps on improving. —E. K. B., '07.
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©ll^ inquirg
n
O! Who art thou, Maiden? Tell me
What is thy purposed destiny?
Why art thou here? What is the end
Toward which thy inmost feelings tend?
Dost thou depend on happy chance,
Or, halting, fearest thou to advance?
I wait for answer ; hast thou one ?
What noble motive leads thee on?
At first, I thought to make reply
Light-heartedly ; but, hist !—a sigh
!
Am I to answer thee today?
questioner, pray go thy way !
1 am not yet prepared to tell,
But trust with me it is as well
To wait for time to lead me right
;
My mind is not yet made up
—
quite.
But, stay ! no time than this can better be ;
My offhand answer you shall see
:
My Irish blood imparted wit
;
Fancy, my Scotch blood adds to it
;
An English strain, as all can tell,
I boast of, too, my pride to swell.
Greece gave me love of classic beauty.
This to reveal I deem a duty.
My French descent made me coquette-
Combining these, myself you get
!
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IWhy I am here I can not say,
I never thought to ask—but stay
!
My work is not decided yet.
Whatever 'tis, I hope to get
Something confluent with my feehng.
(May it be Nature's thoughts reveaHng!)
A poem writer I would be
Were but my wish my destiny.
My Irish nature should infuse
A vein which moody folk could use
;
'Twixt those who should my verses sing
Should mutual love enduring spring
;
Then coquetry should enter in,
That each the other's hand might win.
O think you I'm a foolish child;
Filled with mirth and fancy wild.?
'Tis I, however, that may be.
But I am still a child, you see;
If very wrong my present state,
,
I hope I'll change before too late.
If right, then shall I mount on high
Through motives fixed upon the sky,
Which by its natural color, blue.
Reminds me ever to he true.
—Cecil Hester, '09
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N^tu f^ar ^up^rattttnns
'^^^^^WENTY-FIVE ATTER 'LEBEN," said Hannah Jones, knocking
m C^i ^^ ashes out of her pipe and laying it on the milkjar, which sat in
^L J the corner of the big open fireplace. "Lindy, you go in de kitchen
^^^^^ an' fetch me dat ole dishpan. Sam, han' me dat shevel ober dar.
Make 'aste, boy! Miss Ivy, you an' Miss Brown, an' dem dat's comp'ny, jis
ha' to 'scuse me, caze I got ter take up dese here ashes."
"What you gwine a-take up ashes dis time o'night fer.'"' asked Mrs. Iv3^
"Lawd, Miss Ivy ! You knows you ain't fergot dis here is night 'fo' New
Year. Lindy, Lindy, whut you doin', gal, staying out dar so long.? Hurry up
an' fetch me dat dishpan. It's mos' twelve er-clcck an' if we don't get dese ashes
tuck up 'fo' New Year, de good Lawd'll gin us as much trouble nex' year ez us
has ashes in our fiahplace on New Year's."
"Dat's right, dat's right," said Mrs. Brown, as she twisted her toothbrush
round in her snuffbox and looked at Mrs. Ivy, who sat puffing away at her pipe.
"Lindy, I wish you had a beau."
"I does, too, maw," answered Lindy, rolling her eyes and showing her white
teeth.
"I'd lack ter know whut you wants any mo' black niggers hangin' roun'
here fer," said Sam, straightening up, with a quizzical look on his face.
"Whut ails you, Sam.'' Don't you know if Lindy had a beau she'd ha' ter
keep dese ashes tuck up and dem spiderwcbs swcp' ofl^' dat wall, 'stid o' lettin' your
ole mammy do it.?"
"Dat I would," said Lindy, grinning at Mrs. Brown.
"I'se been a-tellin' my boy, Jim, ter come ober here ter do his cotin'," said
Mrs. Brown. "He's been a-tryin' ter cote a yaller gall ober de riber, but I jis
wouldn't let him have my mule an' buggy ter take her ter preachin'. I lacks a
black gall, I does."
"Lawd, it's jis five minits ter twelve er-clock! You'uns come he'p me wake
up dese chilluns. Quick, caze our clock might be slow an' den we'd neber have a
speck ob luck dis whole endurin' year ef enybody in dis house wus 'lowed ter sleep
when de happy New Year wus comin' in. Buddie, Buddie! look her, boy, wake
up. You Lindy, wake up de twins, Hasseltine an' Jessamine. Here, Pearly,
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3'ou an' Lih^ wake up. Wet me a rag in cole water, Lindy, and fetch it here.
Stop, gal ! ain't ^^ou got no better sense than ter walk wid one shoe on and t'other
off? Don't you know 3'^ou'll have jis cz many days' trouble ez you take steps?
Seems lack you neber will larn nuthin'. Wake up, Johnny."
"Whut fer, maw.?" asked Johnny, sleepily.
"Ter see de New Year, honey ! Lawd a-massey ! she done wet my Sunday
head-rag, whut I had ter wear up ter de big house New Year's day. Miss Ivy,
please 'um cetch dat corner an' he'p me dry it fo' de fiah. Lindy, give Buddie
a shake dar ter fetch him ter his daylight senses."
About this time the old clock on the mantel began striking twelve. Imme-
diately a dead silence fell on the noisy crowd. Everyone was to remain still
and quiet the first five minutes in the New Year. No sound except the howling
of the wind and the ticking of the clock could be heard. The dazed children, not
yet fully awake, were very still, since Lindy had threatened to beat the "life
outen dem ef dey uttered a soun' or moved a peg." Before the five minutes were
half gone, Mrs. Brown jumped up and screamed: "Lawdy, Lawdy, Miss Jones,
you done lef dese ashes here an' dej^ done burnt one corner off my right new
gingham apern ! Whut is I gwine a-do.-^ Dis here wus my Christmas presen'
from Miss Helen. Noav it's done mint—my nice, new apern." Realizing for
the first time that she had committed that unpardonable crime of breaking the
silence, she threw up her hands and exclaimed, "Mussiful Lawd, whut is I done?
Don't let de ghos'es ha'nt me an' I'll ncber do it no mo'. Jis 'scuse me dis one
time, Lawd, caze my apern was a-fiah."
All the others looked on with solemn countenances except Sam, who sniggled
out loud.
When the five minutes of silence were over the children crawled back in bed
and were soon snoring and dreaming of the extra potatoes they were to have
for breakfast. Sam took out his new jcw's-harp and began playing "All Round
de Mountain," and Lindy stood up with her back to the fire, while the old women
prepared their pipes to smoke, and settled back for a story. Mrs. Ivy was the
first to begin
:
"You all know Josh Gambol whut libs in dat little house on de hill on yon
side o' Rum Creek? Well, he said he neber bleeved in none ob dese suspicions, ez
he called dem. An' so las' year he went ter bed and slep' jis same ez any udder
night, an' nex' mornin' put on his wuk clothes an' went on jis same ez all'us.
An' I tole him, too, dat whutsumever he does on New Year's day, dem's de very
tings he gwine a-be doin' dat whole endurin' year "
"Cose he is, cose he is," interrupted ]Mrs. Jones.
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"Cose he is," continued Mrs. Ivy. "An' suli. Josh done jis dat way an' den
thought he gvvine a-have prosperity. But, suh, one night Josh wus a-sottin' fo'
de fiali an' dar wuz'n't nobody dar but him, Jane done tuck de chillun an' gone
ter her maw's. An' fus ting Josh knowed, de do' whut wus buttoned flew wide
open. Josh, he jumped up an' squalled out, 'Who's dat traipsin' roun' dis
house.'' I'll blow yo' brains out ef you don't leave here mej idly !' An' he shet de
do' agin, an' fo' he got sot down dat do' flew wide open jis same ez it done
at fus."
"I bet he wus near 'bout scared," interrupted Sam
"He sho' wus," resumed Mrs. Ivy. "An' suh, 'bout dat tmie sumpin' white
peeped roun' de rose bush right by de do'. Josh let out dat do' in a whurry, and
ez he run by dat ghos' it reached out its scawny ban's an' raked him under de
chin. Dat nigger wus so scared dat his hair come clean out ob kink an' stood
straight on its ends. An' wid dat he took his foot in his hand and fairly flew
down dat road, an' he neber stopped nudder till he got ter Joe Garvise's house, on
t'other side de creek."
"U—u—m," grunted Mrs. Brown and Mrs. Jones in unison, looking nerv-
ously around at the windows.
"An' you know some folks try to make out that it want nothin' but a white
counterpane that Jane had hung en de rose bush by de do' to bleach in de dew,
an' whut scratch him wus a lim' ob de rose bush ; but I knows better'n dat."
"Lawdy, how I wish I could a-seed him run !" said Sam, grinning.
"Go on ter bed, you imp o' Satan. I wish I could git sumpin' atter you in
the mornings ter make you git up," said Mrs. Jones. "You ladies take off" your
shoes an' git ready fer bed while I put de pease inter soak, for Miss Helen
knows I has to have pease fer dinner on New Year's day." C. Sowell, '08.
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—E. (£.. '09
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Of the elder years that have passed away,
Of the days that witnessed the deadly fray.
Of the days of sorrow and grief and gloom,
And of sudden death to the happy home,
—
Of all these things that you know so well,
The tale you alone to us can tell.
Dear Relics
!
As we gaze in love on each loving face.
And see that where sorrow once held its place
Now are lines of peace and of joy serene.
Smoothing out every grief that has been.
Our hearts swell up in our thankfulness
That you, of all this, have remained witli us
As Relics
!
Even now in your age to us you appear
Most graceful of movement, and charming, and dear
;
Your soft slender hands are so shapely and white,
And your spectacled eyes are so tender and bright
:
Your wavy white hair and your silvery tone,
Can be seen in you, dearest Relics, alone,
Rare Relics
!
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But, Sweet Souvenirs of the years gone by,
You, dears, are not to wither and die;
So while you are with us we'll sing in your praise,
And we'll show how we love 3'ou in numerous ways.
And you'll tell us your stories, so thrilling and true.
While we'll gather you flowers all glistening with dew.
Dear Relics
!
You oft look on us with questioning eye
;
We know that you do, and question back "Why?"
I wonder what girls were in your sort of world
;
For your sort of times found your sweet kind of girl
;
You were dear girls, indeed, yet may it not be
Our new kind of girls suit the world of today.
Dear Relics
!
Oh, could we but know our descendants would say
f^ , What of you we are tenderly saying today,
y,. We'd live out our life in one round of content,
And we'd smile into heaven when life here was spent.
Oh, this, our desire, most earnest and true,
To be in our old age, dear grand-aunts, like you.
Loved Relics
!
—A. D. B., '09.
:i7o]
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'OME and pick us," call the violets,
Waving frantic hands up toward us
;
But we all walk sadly past them,
Only stooping down to smell them,
Only bending to caress them.
Though they're blue as skies in April,
Though their breath's the very spring tune.
Yet we walk thus sadly by them.
Only stooping down to smell them,
Hardly daring to caress them.
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IS the hour of morning twilight
;
All of Winthrop's halls are quiet?
Not a sleeper stirs her pillow?
Nonsense ! Listen ! then you'll hear them,
Hundreds tripping round on tiptoe,
'Tis as though the twigs were rustling.
As a breeze just stirs the forest.
Hark ! the rising bell is pealing.
Straight begins a merry tumult.
Through the halls the girls are racing,
Down the stairs by hundreds tumbling.
Out the doors they rush pellmell,
Soon by dewy beds they're kneeling.
Where the violets, leaning forward,
Smile to see their prayers are answered
;
Now the tulips, waking slowly.
Look up at the blue-clad giants,
Thinking, "What strange flowers for neighbors
Opened while the world was sleeping."
. .
» While the sun is broadly smiling.
And each bird is singing sweetly,
Every Winthrop girl is seizing
Tribute from the spring-time's treasure.
Till the violets shrinking backward
From the greedy hands that clutch them,
Cry for mercy for the remnant
;
"Let a few be left for prophets
Of the plenty of tomorrow."
—M. M., '98.
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Best Girl Estelle Beck
Best Writer Mahy Reynolds
Best Athlete Evelina Ficklixg
Best Musician Elizabeth Willfostg
Best Actor Sara Furmax
Best Dancer Bessis Lax
e
Best Penman Esca Banks
Hardest Student Elizabeth Willcox
Biggest Old Maid Leila Walker
Greatest Man-Hater Susie Henderson
Handsomest Girl Arrie Stuckey
Laziest Girl Emily Bellinger
Pluckiest Girl Estelle Beck
Nerviest Girl Daisy Neal
Cutest Girl Martha McAlpine
Neatest Girl Daisy Neal
Wittiest Girl Mary Reynolds
Sweetest Girl Nellie Watkins
Prettiest Girl Emily Bellinger
Smartest Girl Sadie Lesley
Most Unfortunate Girl Katherine Blair
Most Fortunte Girl Estelle Beck
Most Conceited Gii I Daisy Neal
Most Talkative Girl Wyola Wallace
Most Dignified Girl Arrie Stuckey
Most Modest Girl Olie Adams
Most Popular Girl Estelle Beck
Most Determined Girl Callie Sowell
Most Practical Girl Emily Ra\t:nel
Most Accomplished Girl Nellie Watkins
Most Influential Girl Estelle Beck
Most Original Girl Mary Reynolds
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Louise Oakes informed the
children of the fifth grade that
the South Pole was the hottest
part of the earth.
Isoline Wyche in Elective
Enghsh: "Dr. Kinard, didn't
he wrote 'The American.?' "
And then she wondered why the
class laughed.
Last year on the night of the
Junior reception, Noisette came
to Estelle Beck and said : "Miss
Estelle, the Davidson young men
say that the train has just come
and that they will be up here as
soon as they get on their union
suits."
Mary : "Miss Daisy, has you
got any ole shoeses to sell.'*
Yours'll fit me, I blieves."
Daisy Neal: "What number
do you wear, Mary ?"
Mary: "Tens, chile."
After the legislators were
here Lucy Henry made the re-
mark that they certainly did
throw bouquets at D. B.
Mar}^ Hough : "Did they, sure
enouffh ? I didn't see them"
The following was found in the hall
:
"Dear President Johnson : I hereby apply for the position of College
Marshal for next year.
"Hoping that I am entering this soon enough, I am
"Respectfully yours, Wyola Wallace."
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The chapters in Senior Ped. are grouped in Sections A, B, C, etc. Hallie
Kirven, picking up Sadie Goggan's book and seeing the headings "B. Pytha-
goras" and "C. Socrates," said: "Law, Sadie, what were their first names?"
IMar^^ Brunson says the way to get hyacintlis off the campus is to get down
and smell them hard enough and they will drop off.
Miss Martin, in Junior Ped. : "Mr. Thompson's roll book is not here, girls,
so all who are absent will please leave their names at the desk as they go out."
Mary Hough was complaining of being unable to learn a Geology lesson
on fossils, when Bruce asked what a fossil is. Mary was explaining that fossils
are old animals and such things that are dug out of the ground, when Bruce
stopped her. "Mary, I know what you mean ; baits are fossils."
"Hands, please ! Hands ! !"
"What docs Brooke say about that?"
"Well, five years ago today it was fair, except for a few clouds in the
west."
"That reminds mc of a joke, young ladies."
"Words can not express the beauty of this cathedral."
"Take this pitch."
"Don't forget to sign the pledge, gir-r-r-ls."
"Ach ! Ach ! get up off that damp ground, young ladies."
"S-s-s-s-h ! s-s-sh !"
'
'
"Why didn't you come during office hours?"
"May be excused."
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"Sit down ! You are merely repeating words."
"I would like to call your attention to page 84, Article X, in the Catalogue."
"Yes, young ladies, you may peck some flowers."
"Dear, would you mind helping me straighten out these cards. I declare,
I have more to do than anybody."
"Go to your room at once and take off that belt ! You know you are out
of uniform ! !"
"The young ladies will please not make a dash for their places when the
five-minute bell rings, but will remain standing where they are."
"I'm sorry, but you can't handle the express until I have signed for it."
"Lights out, girls, lights out !"
"Well, I jes can't serve dis meat 'dout ye teck dem plates back."
"No more sally, baby."
"And here's a Senior down here getting water during study period."
"You may forget everything else that I have taught you, but never let your
pupils say Civil War."'
"That's fine ! Hurrah ! you got that."
"May I have some bread .?"
"Promise me the iron."
"Have you promised your tub.'*"
"G-o-o-o-o-d ! G-o-o-o-o-o-d ! !"
Moral: Don't use the same expression all the time, if you don't want to
be tagged.
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AMPUS of forty-seven acres, unsurpassed Buildings and Equipment; Main Build-
ing (Offices and Class Rooms), Dormitory, Infirmary— all joined by covered
ways. Excellent sanitary sewerage. Ventilation perfect. Hot and Cold Baths
on every floor. Only two students placed in one room. Single beds.
Resident Woman Physician. Gymnasium, with trained Instructor. Library of New
Books [additions over a thousand volumes yearly]. Able Faculty in all Departments.
Religious life carefully guarded.
48 Officers, Teachers and Assistants
500 Students
Normal, Scientific and Literary Courses with Industrial Studies.
Graduates of the Normal Course will be granted, in addition to the degree, a Life
License to teach in the Public Schools of the State.
Shorter Normal Courses are offered leading to Certificate [Life License to Teach] and
to the Degree of L, I.
SPECIAL COURSES.— Stenography and Typewriting, Dressmakmg, Millinery,
Cooking, Bookkeeping. Either of these courses may be completed in one year, and is re-
warded by a Certificate of Proficiency.
Thorough instruction given in Cooking, Floriculture, Free-Hand and Industrial Draw-
ing, Designing, Photography, Reading and Physical Culture. Arrangements have been
made to train Kindergartners.
A course for training in Library Methods is given.
MUSIC—In this Department instruction given in Piano, Sight Singing and Chorus
Singing.
SCHOLARSHIPS.—Each County is given as many Scholarships as it has Members
in the House of Representatives. A Scholarship is worth $100.00, and Free Tuition, and
must be won by competitive examination.
Expenses for session of nine months:
For Students Paying Tuition - - - $144 00
For Students Having Free Tuition - - 104 00
For Scholarship Students - - - - 4 00
For Catalogue or other information, address
D. B. JOHNSON, President,
Rock Hill, S. C.
Tke Question
\Vliat Is Tke Most Essential Require-
ment For Increased Production?
EASILY ANSWERED
The Ri^ht Fertilizer
THE KIND MADE BY
THE VIRGINIA-CAROLINA
CHEMICAL COMPANY
THE LARGEST MANUFACTURERS
OF FERTILIZERS IN THE WORLD
"Increase Your Yields Per Acre
:SALES offices:
Atlanta, Ga., Durham, N. C, Charleston, S. C, Memphis, Tenn., Savannah, Ga., Montgom-
ery, Ala., Richmond, Va., Shreveport, La., Norfolk, Va., Baltimore, Md.
The College Girls' Store
The Best in Rock Hill
"V-^-^E cater especially to the Win
^^ throp College students.
\ m F Our assortment includes
^^^ everything' that enters into
the daily needs and pleasures of Col
lege life. We want the students to
make our store their headquarters.
They will be sure of courteous atten
tion at all times. No obligation to
purchase. We're only too pleased to
show our goods. CLOne of our spe
cialties is college uniforms. The fact
that we furnish the largest percentage
of uniforms for the College, serves as
an indication of the favor with which
our uniforms are regarded by the stu
dents. C We want our old friends to
revisit us, and to bring the new stu
dents along. We assure you of a warm
welcome, one and all, at the store of
-^
A. Friedheim & Bro
Rock Hill, S. C.
Roddey Mercantile Co.
Roddey s
IS tke great Shopping place for vvinthro^
College Students
TKe Place to order your UNIFORM
MATERIALS from. And all
your Room rurnisnjngs
AdJress UNIFORM DEPARTMENT
All Orders Promptly Executed
^
RODDEY MERCANTILE CO.
ROCK HILL, SOUTH CAROLINA
Facts Without Frills
^-j-^HEN we say our store is one of the
W ^ best equipped Drug and Sundry
y ^ repositories in the State, we
^"*^ merely state a FACT— a fact
which is evidenced by the growth of our
business, both in our Prescription and other
departments.
COur stock of Perfumery, Toilet Waters,
Facial Powders, Soaps, Tooth and Nail
Brushes, Manicure Sets, etc., is complete.
C The Winthrop student will find here the
latest Post Cards, both in Comics and Views,
that are to be found in the city, also Post Card
Albums in various styles and prices.
C We take especial pride in our Fountain
delicacies—hot and cold—than which none
are better.
COur clerks are attentive and attend to
your wants with as little delay as possible.
In truth, you will feel at home in our store.
Drop in and see.
HUYLER'S CANDIES
Fresh
WATERMAN'S PENS
All Sizes
J. L. Phillips Drug Company
MAIN STREET ROCK HILL, S. C.
>Pi^S
g
ii^
Tke ^W^hite Front
GROCERY
\^^ cater especially to the wants of
College Girls, ana you will always
find a nice stock of fancy (groceries ana
the largest stock of Fruit in the city
LOWNEY S CANDY
ALWAYS FRESH
Tke ^Vkite Front Grocery
J. L. DAVIS, Proi>rietor
m
B
f^M
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A Complete Assortment of all Materials necessary
to complete a Student^s outfit always in stock
The Catalogue requirements strictly adhered to. Should
our order blanks and price list fail to reach you,
they will be promptly sent upon applica-
tion. Accurate and prompt atten-
tion given all orders
AGENTS FOR LADIES' HOME JOURNAL PATTERNS
fMditual Wrs €rOo9!0i tS^ompans
121 f^Aist mmtt &tvtti iiocit mxh &* e>
NOW WHEN IT IS SHOES
Deal at the Shoe Store
Is what you should do
Each and every student
Here who remembers your motto
"Let us patronize those who patronize us**
More than this
Out Shoes and Oxfords
Out Styles and prices
Remain the leaders
Everywhere known at all times
Shoe fitting: is an art
Here is where we study it
Our honest endeavor is to please
Each and every one of you
Company is always welcome here
Our time is at your disposal
Many of you would see
Prevailing: Styles—correct Shoes
And here is where we show you
No one will try harder to fit
Your foot comfortably and correctly
DIEHL MOORE SHOE CO.
Geo. Beach "Peter Ihrie
BeacTi-Ilirie Jewelry Com^^any
Rememoer we nave at all times a well selected line ofJewelry, Diamonds, Ciut
Glass, Silverware, Silver J*\.ovelties, and in fact everything you could find
in a first class Jewelry store. vve nave in stock the Standard Class
Rings, vvinthro^ College Pins, Curry Society Pins, vvinthro^
Society Pins, Special Student Pins. Vve have one of the
most complete work sho^s in the State; we make old
Jewelry look new again, and do fine watch work,
and neat engraving
LOCAL WATCH INSPECTORS SOUTHERN RAILWAY
Beach'Inrie Jewelry Company
J\ osolutely Reliable Jewelers Rock Hill, S. C.
Standard Drug and Mfg. Co.
Winthrop is too healthy to need much medicine, so we
carry not only all kinds of medicines, but articles you
may wish in Perfumery, Toilet Powders, Hair Tonics,
Tooth Brushes, Stationery, Post Cards, and last but
most necessary, delicious Ice Cream, Soda Waters and
NUNNALLY'S CANDIES
Make our store your headquarters. "We appreciate your patronage
Standard Drug and Manufacturing Co.
Phone No. 80 Rock Hill, South Carolina 122 E. Main Street
''My Bank Book"
Was the reply of Mark Twain when asked "Of
all your books which do you like best?" We
suggest that if you want one, earn all you can,
spend less, and place the balance to your credit
in our Savings Department where it will draw
4 per cent, interest, compounded quarterly.
THE NATIONAL UNION BANK
(absolutely safe)
ROCK HILL, SOUTH CAROLINA
CLASS RINGS MEDALS CLASS PINS
We want your business in these lines
at
Sylvan Bros.
If you should, at any time, want anything in
the line of MEDALS, BADGES, CLASS PINS
OR RINGS, we have our own Manufacturing
Plant where we can make up anything in that
line you would need, and will guarantee the
QUALITY and WORKMANSHIP to be the
BEST, and PRICES to be the very LOWEST.
If you would like to know about anything: in our
lines, don't hesitate to write us, as we do
a largfe Regular Mail Order Business
SYLVAN BROS.
DIAMOND MERCHANTS
1500 Main St., cor. Plain COLUMBIA, S. C.
FIVE HUNDRED
WINTHROP
GIRLS
to know tnat tney can buy tne best
quality or Furniture for little
money at tne
iTasten Furniture
lompany
ROCK HILL SOUTH CAROLINA
-Cbc
Roman's College
of Baltimore
Examinations
—
June 21-26, 1908.
Fall session will begin September
U, 1908.
Program and blanks sent on appli-
cation.
JOHN FRANKLIN GOUCHER
President
AND MAKERS OF COLLEGE ANNUALS
MAGAZINES ^ OTHER PRINTED THINGS
DEALERS IN BOOKS, STATIONERY AND
COLLEGE SUPPLIES. C Situated at Columbia
in South Carolina since the Year Eighteen Hundred
and Forty-four :: :: :: :: ::
Rock Hill
Unaerselling Store
The Place To J^ake Your Purchases
At a Saving
Vve offer hest value in Dress (jooas, Oilks,
VC^Jtite Goods, Ladies' Underwear, Laces,
Embroideries, Hosiery, Gloves, G orsets.
Belts and all kinds of Ladies' VC^earahJes.
vve are agents for American Lady and
Dorothy Dodd Oxfords
and Sli^^ers
Our new Spring hne is now ready at
$2.00. $2.50, $3.00, $3.50
E. Jb. Cloud
Rock Hill South Carolina
JVIilton Bradley
Company
Htlanta, 6a.
ART SUPPLIES, KINDERGARTEN
MATERIALS, MANUAL
TRAINING SUPPLIES
FREE CATALOGUE FOR THE ASKING
Bradley's Standard Water Colors
have been officially adopted in eight
hundred and ninety-six cities
and towns in the United
States and Canada
Here's a Hint
^T T^T'HEN you are preparing for
^^
examinations and other col-
lege duties, you have no time to pon-
der over matters that could be attended
to if left to us—we mean in the matter
of your Society Printing and Col-
lege Calendars, of which work we
are specialists.
^ We would like to design and
^^ execute that next calendar or pro-
gram. Take this hint : Send us that
rough copy and we will make a
"thing of beauty, and joy forever"
out of it.
THE LONDON PRINTERY
'
'Printing That Attracts"
Rock Hill, S. C.
^ I HE mere possession of a STIEFF
"^ PIANO puts tke seal of su-
preme approval upon tKe musical taste
or its owner. It may cost a little
more, out tKe recollection of quality
remains long after cost is forgotten.
Ckas. M. Stieff
Manufacturer of the
Artistic StiefF, Shaw and Stieff
Self-Playing Pianos
Southern Warerooms
5 West Trade Street Charlotte, N. C.
C. H. WILMOTH, Manager
Winthrop Normal and Industrial College
uses Stieff Pianos
Y/\|«|» TTllt'tll^llfA TUTotl^C Having the largest exclusive House-Furniture establish-
* wUl X Ul llll^UJL C FT CLll Ld ment in upper South Carolina, we are prepared to furnish
you anything needed for the home. Our stock of Bed-
Room Suits, Dining and Parlor Furniture in Oak, Mahog-
any, Walnut and Birdseye Maple is complete, and our TIT |1 llPlH AT ^ATI Rock Hill
prices are more reasonable than in the larger cities. If* U« IVVAU Uk \J\Jxlf S. C.
WRITE US FOR CUTS AND PRICES
Pure Delicacies are to oe found at the COLLEGE STORE down town, -which is the
Crawford Grocery Company. Here nice things to eat reign supreme.
ira\VTorf d Grocery Ljompany
Rock Hill, South Caroli
A GOOD PLACE NOW
TO STOP
Carolina Hotel
Gresham Gf Parks, Proprietors
Rock Hill, S. C.
REFURNISHED, REFIT-
TED ig' ALL RIGHT
bUl3bCxvlJ3Ers.S patronize those ^vho have advertised with us, and mention
the ANNUAL when you write
ENGRAVINGS
BY
Electric City Engraving Co.
buffalo, n. y.
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